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he first cattle arrived in Australia, like the first
white Australians, on the First Fleet. Like millions
of migrants who followed them, not knowing what
awaited them in their new home, those first white settlers
brought with them all the comforts and culinary items
they were used to. The cattle herd included one bull, one
bull calf, and seven cows, all black, which had boarded at
The Cape of Good Hope.

Governor King’s description of the bull: ‘The rising on
the top of the shoulders is not that of the Buffalo Breed
… they are formed like the Tame Bull Gorgon…with
a thick neck and broad high shoulders.’ And also from
the journals of the French architect and explorer, Ensign
Francis Barrallier, who wrote that a bull he had discovered
lying dead in a gully was ‘of a reddish colour with white
spots’, and that later he came across a ‘superb black ox.’

One cow died at sea, one proved dangerous and was
shot and, on landing, the remaining two bulls and five
cows wandered off or were deliberately driven into the
bush by a convict. A convict named Corbet was suspected
as he had, according to Watkin Tench, in his book A
Narrative of the Expedition to Botany Bay, ‘eloped nearly
at the same time, it was at first believed, that he had taken
the desperate measure of driving off the cattle, in order to
subsist on them as long as possible; or perhaps to deliver
them to the natives.’

From these descriptions and his knowledge of
cattle breeds, Rolls surmises that ‘Old Gorgon was an
Africander’ and because of the black ox, ‘once can
deduce that at least one of the first cows was either
one of the new Africander crosses… or more likely a
Vaderlander…’

After an intense search lasting three weeks, Governor
Phillip assumed they had been eaten by the local
Aborigines and abandoned hope of finding them. The
unfortunate Corbet was executed, although, according to
Tench, ‘In the course of repeated examinations it plainly
appeared, he was an utter stranger to the place where the
cattle might be, and was in no shape concerned in having
driven them off.’

When the Blue Mountains were crossed in 1813,
the discoveries of vast acres of lush pasture (created by
indigenous land care methods of judicious burning off)
encouraged the great Australian enterprise of grazing,
which turned us into a nation of meat-eaters.

Much later, in 1795, news of a herd of wild cattle,
relayed by local Aborigines, was bought to the attention
of the authorities. Another report has them discovered
by an escaping convict. Two months after arriving in the
colony, Governor Hunter, Phillip’s successor, sent a party
to investigate the reports.
The officer despatched reported he had seen the
animals, and Hunter and a party set out to the present site
of Camden and found a herd grazing contentedly. They
named the place they were discovered The Cowpastures,
and it was reserved as a grazing ground for the cattle.
Other cattle had been imported in the intervening years,
but those at Cowpastures were obviously the direct
descendents of the herd from The Cape. Two years later,
they had multiplied to 170.
In his book A Million Wild Acres, historian Eric
Rolls makes the point that those cattle that escaped to
Cowpastures were important because ‘Their blood was
in the rough, early cattle, the colonial cattle’ and that
Australia was ‘developing not only its own men but its
own livestock.’ As to what they were, Rolls quotes from

Both these cattle are of distant Zebu (Bos indicus)
ancestry and Rolls suggests they ‘fixed the shape and the
colour of a Zebu-shorthorn cross to produce the deep red
Santa Gertrudis.’

By 1880, there were more than 10 million cattle in
Australia, and in 1898, the first Australian breed, the
Illawarra Shorthorn was developed in Kiama, NSW.
A notable feature of cattle farming in Australia was
the practice of droving. From the early days of white
settlement, the land was criss-crossed with the stock
routes of large mobs of cattle (and sheep) moving from
one place to the other, accompanied by drovers and their
dogs.
The first stock routes were forged inland, where mobs
of cattle were driven in search of good grazing land; then
heading to the coast to bring the stock to market. Huge
mobs of cattle and sheep were constantly on the move
around the country. It was a hard life for many, but also
one of freedom and adventure. Today, the truck and the
truck driver have replaced the drover and his dog.
Rolls’ conjecturing aside, it was not until the 1930s,
Brahman cattle (Bos indicus) were deliberately introduced
into Australia, but the herd continues to be dominated
by cattle mostly of British origin (Bos taurus): Hereford,
Aberdeen Angus, and Beef Shorthorn, and, since the
1920s, breeds which cross indicus and taurus, like
Droughtmaster.
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In the late-1960s, large European breeds such as
Limousin, Charolais and Simmental were introduced
and crossed with British breed stock to produce larger
animals.
Today, approximately 70 per cent of Australian beef
cattle are raised on the lush native and improved pastures,
30 per cent grainfed. The Australian herd currently stands
at around 28.5 million head (2013).

The birth of the export trade
With ten million cattle and just over two million
people in the late nineteenth century, there was a glut of
beef. Something had to be done.
In 1843, during an economic slump, carcases were
boiled down to make tallow for candles, soap and
industrial grease. But this was a waste of good meat – and
not profitable.
In 1845, Sizar Elliott, an English-born Sydney based
entrepreneur was the first in Australia to use the relatively
new process of canning – the patent was taken out in
1810 by Peter Durand, an English merchant, who then
canned meat for export.
Although Elliott’s enterprise failed, in 1848, brothers
Henry, Richard and William Dangar opened a cannery in
Newcastle with contracts to supply the British Admiralty.
This enterprise also failed, due to the cost of importing
tin plate and high labour and cattle costs due to the gold
rushes.
But by 1869, manufacturers in Queensland were
exporting over one million kilograms of canned meat
each year to Great Britain, where it was enthusiastically
accepted as food for those who could not afford fresh
meat.
In Mrs Beeton’s 1880 cookbook, Australian meats were
described as ‘wholesome and cheap, two great points in
their favour’ although she noted that ‘an objection has
been raised to the appearance of Australian and other
tinned meats …’
Cassell’s Dictionary of Cookery, published in 1892,
included 100 recipes for ‘Tinned meat, Australian’, of
which it said: ‘against these, considerable prejudice
exists… (but) If the recipes here given, however, are
followed, it will be found easy, even for a cook of
moderate abilities, to prepare from Australian meats, a
succession of tasty as well as digestible and nourishing
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dishes.’ These recipes ranged from ‘Beef au Diable’ to
‘Beef sliced with Mayonnaise.’
The next advance was refrigeration, to send frozen beef
on the long haul to England, a quest which was itself a
long haul.
In 1873, some 20 tons of frozen beef and mutton
(there was also an over-supply of sheep) were sent to
England packed in ice in an insulated chamber devised
by inventor James Harrison. The ice melted long before
the ship reached London, and the beef was thrown
overboard.
In 1877 Sydney entrepreneur and businessman Thomas
Mort, in collaboration with French-born refrigeration
engineer Eugène Dominique Nicolle, fitted refrigerating
plant in the ship Northam, but it ran into technical
problems and the ship sailed without the frozen cargo.
In 1879, the Strathleven, set sail with a British
refrigeration plant installed and a shipment of beef partly
financed by Queensland businessman and later premier
Thomas McIlwraith. The frozen meat arrived in 1880.
However, because ice crystals had invaded and damaged
the cells, the meat lost colour, and was sodden and
flavourless.
The demand was for chilled beef, and the country
closer to the markets – Argentina – had the advantage.
By the early twentieth century, Australia was able to
ship chilled beef, hanging quarters at between 1º and
1.5ºC, with CO2 pumped into the refrigerated chambers to
inhibit bacterial growth. By 1930, improved refrigeration
and faster ships were instrumental in growing Australia’s
exports, and by 1937-38 they had grown to 28,000 tonne.
Those countries closest to the European market
shipped chilled beef, and squeezed Australia out of
the market until the 1930s, when successful Australian
chilling was achieved. Then the Second World War
intervened.
The export of chilled beef in any quantity didn’t really
pick up until the late 1960s. In 1968, a trial shipment was
sent off, which consisted of an assortment of boneless
beef primals in three layered vacuum packed bags
in wooden boxes. By 1970, all Australian processing
companies were using this system.
Further developments have been four layer vacuum
packing offering extremely low levels of oxygen
permeability and vastly improved strength, and high
speed machines delivering stronger heat sealing.
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Exports at the time of writing break down into:
• 75 per cent grassfed beef
• 25 per cent grainfed
• 73 per cent frozen
• 27 per cent chilled
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Research is being conducted into various forages,
high oil and high tannin dietary supplements. One such
experiment with three high oil supplements (hominy
meal, cold-pressed canola from biodiesel and brewers
grain from bioethanol) confirm that most dietary oils will
reduce methane.

Exports of Australian beef and veal have grown from
around 200,000 tonnes a year in 1949-50 to just over
1 million tonnes in 2012-2013.

The aim of the research, which is ongoing, is to
quantify methane abatement strategies which can be used
by producers while maintaining profitable and viable
production.

Innovation & research

Pasture management and improvement is another area
occupying researchers. For example, industry funding
resulted in the development of high-yielding locally
adapted varieties of forage oats, with good recovery from
grazing and durable resistance to leaf rust. Forage oats are
a preferred winter crop in sub-tropical areas of Australia.

From conception to consumption, from pasture
management to palatability, through its ongoing R&D
programs, the Australian beef industry has been ahead of
the curve in producing healthy, well-cared for, diseasefree cattle.
One important example of this innovation in the field
of beef genetics is BREEDPLAN, a genetic evaluation
system of continuous research for beef cattle breeders.
BREEDPLAN technology produces Estimated Breeding
Values of recorded cattle for a range of important traits:
weight, carcase and fertility.
Since the introduction of BREEDPLAN, the annual
increment of potential on-farm value from genetic
improvement from a breeder and producer investment of
around $10million per annum is approximately $15-17
million – and rising.
Another important outcome of BREEDPLAN genetic
improvement is that increasingly, major Australian beef
breeds are making use of Australian sires in both natural
service and artificial insemination (AI) in reducing their
dependence on expensive imported semen.
Another environmentally important area of research
which, if successful, is being jointly conducted with the
federal Department of Agriculture Forestry and Fisheries
is in the area of methane abatement.

EverGraze, another research project, is developing and
testing new farming systems in different environments
across the high rainfall zone of southern Australia. The
target is to increase profits of sheep and cattle enterprises
by up to 50% and at the same time improve water
management, use of perennials, biodiversity and soil
health.
Six research teams at Proof Sites in three states are
testing these new farming systems, measuring soil,
water, pasture and livestock inputs and outputs, enabling
accurate modeling of the impact catchment outcomes and
farm profits. Three sites focus on sown exotic perennial
species and three sites are working with existing native
perennial pastures.
At a recent field day, to demonstrate the value of
productive perennials for whole farm grazing strategies.
The proof of the pudding was that the site, on a private
property, turned off 400kg of beef a hectare over the least
three years from the five perennial pasture species on site.
These are just a few examples of Australia’s extensive
and ongoing commitment to improving the Australian
beef industry and its relationship with the environment.

Disclaimer: Care is taken to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this publication. However MLA cannot accept
responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of the information or opinions contained in the publication. You should make your
own enquiries before making decisions concerning your interests.
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G

uiding your beef from the farm or feedlot to
the kitchen is a complex business, with many
decisions along the way made by farmers and
processors.

Reproduction
Generally, cattle mate and reproduce by natural
methods with which we are all only too familiar. Artificial
insemination may be used for improved generics or on
smaller farms.
Although there are strict protocols on the importation
of live cattle into Australia, semen is sometimes imported
for breed improvement, and in some cases embryo
transplants are used to introduce new genetics.
Heifers are not usually mated until they are two years
old, where this is not possible – on larger more open land
holdings - producers have a minimum weight criterion to
determine mating capability.

Grassfed or grainfed?
Most of Australia’s beef cattle herd is grass or pasture
fed. Either from native grasses or improved pastures – that
is, native grasses supplemented with grasses or legumes
like vetch, clover, chicory or cowpeas, depending on the
climate, soil and nutrition requirements.
While cattle are designed to eat grass - a good
system, turning that which humans can’t eat into food
– circumstances can sometimes dictate that a farmer
chooses to either finish cattle on a feedlot – usually for
a minimum of 100 days before processing, supplement
pasture with feed bins in the paddock – or assign them to
a feedlot for their lifetime.
Cattle fed according the last of these regimes are
known as grainfed. Other additions of grain – either as
supplements for 100 days or via feed bins in the paddock
– are known as grain-assisted.
Cattle farmers in regions with good pasture and good
rainfall are lucky in that they can raise their animals to
slaughter weight with no additional inputs.
But even those farmers, in time of drought, may need
to supplement pasture with grain left in the paddocks in
feed bins.
In some areas there will never be enough nutrition
from pasture, and that is when cattle can be assigned
to feedlots. For example, in the north of Australia, where
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nutrition from pasture can be low, steers can be grown
out from weaners and then transferred to better pasture or
turned out onto feedlots
One advantage of feed-lotting is speed: fattening in
around 90 days as opposed to say 12 months on pasture.
In addition, some cattle for export – especially to Japan
– are assigned to feedlots to boost their intramuscular fat –
marbling – to satisfy the Japanese consumer.
For beef to be described as grainfed – the AUS-MEAT
classification GF – the cattle must have been fed in
an accredited feedlot for not less than 100 days on a
nutritionally balanced ration of a recognised high energy
feed, of which grain is the highest single component.
Grain-feeding young beef for 70 days is designated GFYG.
Grain-feeding for around 90 days gives the animal’s
fat a white colour compared with the creamy colour of
fat from pasturefed animals. Some beef markets, such as
Japan, prefer this whiter fat.
Unlike America, where feedlotting is the norm, only
around 34 per cent of cattle are grainfed, the majority of
Australia’s beef cattle herd are pasture fed.
And what about eatability? Although long term grain
fed cattle usually offer more tender primal cuts, the
downside can be a loss of flavour. More and more, chefs
and the public are turning to grassfed cattle for reasons of
flavour.
Between 1997–2001 a national feed-to-flavour
assessment campaign, The Paddocks to Palates, was run
around Australia with the backing of the CSIRO. The data
confirmed that feed qualities affect beef flavours, a world
first. And in the four years of tastings, grassfed samples of
beef came first, second and third in the judgment of the
expert panel.
During the course of this series of tastings, the panel
even discovered subtle regional flavour differences
depending on the feed. And, as with all naturally
produced products (wine, cheese) the flavour of beef from
cattle fed on pasture will vary from season to season.
That said, just as in the case of the Japanese preference
for whiter fat, some beef-eaters, especially in America,
prefer the flavour of grainfed: culture and familiarity enter
into preferences.
There are views that grassfed beef also has advantages
over grainfed. It has higher levels of omega-3 fatty acids,
around twice as much Vitamin E and Beta-Carotene, and

c opyright meat and livestoc k australia limited
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increased levels of conjugated linoleic acid (CLA), an
important polyunsaturated fatty acid which is involved
in reducing heart disease, cancer, diabetes and the
accumulation of our own body fat.

These are the three main systems from which farmers
must choose. They can also develop their own systems,
taking a little from each, although if that is the case they
can not be ‘certified’ organic or biodynamic.

Organic/biodynamic or conventional?

The use of HGPs in beef production

Some farmers choose to raise their beef using organic
or biodynamic systems, others stick with what is often
called conventional farming methods.

Hormonal growth promotants (HGPs) have been used
since 1979 by some sectors of the Australian beef cattle
industry to improve feed efficiency.

Firstly, what does organic mean? Quite simply, it is
a method of farming that avoids inputs. For example,
instead of petro-chemical fertiliser, the organic farmer
makes his own compost, uses animal manure or builds up
the health of the soil by encouraging native grasses.

HGPs registered for cattle are delivered as pellets
implanted under the skin of the ear. They are used to
deliver the required productivity gains in various sectors
of the beef supply chain through increased weight gain
and improved feed conversion efficiency.

Instead of chemical herbicides and pesticides, the
organic farmer allows nature to restore balance – this
weed kills that weed, this insect kills that insect - or will
use natural herbicides and pesticides.

HGPs contain forms of oestradiol, progesterone
and/or testosterone as the active ingredient. Their action
is anabolic, that is, they increase nitrogen retention and
protein deposition in animals. These compounds occur
naturally in untreated animals; treatment increases the
concentration and metabolic effect.

Raising livestock, they will not administer growth
hormones or antibiotics to stock unless they are sick.
Beef cattle are grazed on pasture and are not fed grain or
contained in feedlots.
The overall principle of organic farming is to improve
the environment, not degrade it.
Biodynamic farming follows that same overall
principle, but gets there via a very different pathway.
Biodynamic agriculture is a method of farming
that treats farms as unified and individual organisms,
balancing the holistic development and interrelationship
of the soil, plants, and animals as a self-nourishing system
without external inputs.
It was developed by Dr. Rudolf Steiner in the 1920s,
in response to the concerns of Austrian farmers about
deteriorating soil conditions. Biodynamics was delivered
as a series of lectures to these farmers as a result of their
request to him. The philosophy of biodynamic farming
is founded on the concept of the farm as an integrated,
living organism.
Conventional farming is the kind of farming that has
been practiced since the Second World War, and its
aftermath, with the discovery of petro-chemical fertilisers
and a proliferation of chemical herbicides and pesticides.
Conventional farming can also be called industrial
agriculture, a form of modern farming that refers to the
industrialized production of livestock, poultry, fish, and
crops.

The effects of HGPs are heavier weights for age, a
reduction in marbling at a constant carcase weight, or an
increase in carcase weight at constant fat levels.
MSA research has established that HGPs have an
adverse effect on the eating quality of some cuts. The
effect differs between muscles and is reduced by ageing
the cut.
Although Australian authorities believe that HGPs carry
no risk to human health or safety when used according
to directions, they are banned in the European Union
and meat destined for the European market must be
certified HGP-free. There are conflicting scientific views
concerning the use of HGPs.
Organic and biodynamic systems do not allow HGPs.

Age at slaughter
Animals are killed at various ages, according to
which they are graded. First, veal, described as female
or castrate entire male bovine that weighs no more than
150kg that shows youthfulness and veal colour.
Yearling Steer is castrate or entire male bovine up to
18 months old; Yearling Beef Steer up to 30 months but
includes female; Young Steer or Beef up to 30 months;
Young Prime Beef or Steer up to 36 months; Prime Steer
or Beef up to 42; OX ‘S’ up to 42 months; and OX ‘SS’ a
castrate or entire male up to 42 months.

copyright meat and livestoc k australi a l im ite d
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Safety & traceability
Overseeing Australian red meat safety is the
government and industry SAFEMEAT committee, which
recognises that the wellbeing of Australian cattle is about
more than an animal rights: it’s a human health issue. And
it involves keeping the food chain secure from farm or
feedlot to kitchen.
Long before the first discovery of Bovine Spongiform
Encephalopathy (BSE) in 1984, Australia had imposed
a ban on the import of all meat and bone meal from
all countries, excepting New Zealand. By 1997, the
government had imposed a compulsory ban against
feeding ruminant material – sheep or cattle meat or
material – to ruminants. This is believed to be the cause
of BSE.
In 2001, Australia’s Agriculture Ministers agreed to
legislate a ban on feeding of all vertebrate materials to
ruminants. This was a world first.
In 2004, Australia was recognised by the European
Union Scientific Steering Committee to have the lowest
possible risk of BSE infection.
Another important Australian measure to swiftly
identify any problem with individual cattle is the National
Livestock Identification System (NLIS) which was
launched in 1999 and has been mandatory for all beef
producers since 2006.
Each livestock property is allotted an eight-digit
number – a Property Identification Code (PIC).
Each animal is fitted with a device associated with the
PIC and a unique serial number, which is operated using
radio frequency technology, so that cattle movements
between properties, from the farm to the feedlot, the
saleyard and to the processing plant can all be recorded
on the NLIS database.
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exports stored in a central database by The Australian
Government Department of Agriculture.
Backing up the NLIS is Livestock Production assurance
(LPA) and The National Vendor Declaration Waybill
(NVD).
Farmers using the LPA correctly will be able to back
up the claims made on the NVD as to the identity and
description of livestock purchased, sold or transferred
between properties. It also provides a history of livestock
moved purchased or sold in order to enable the industry
to investigate food safety problems if they arise.
The NVD is a statutory declaration that must be signed
by owners or those responsible for the husbandry of
livestock. By signing they declaring that the on farm food
safety requirements of LPA have been met.
There are three parts to the NVD: part A affirms the
owner of the livestock, its address and PIC, a description
of the livestock, its destination, NLIS devices used, and
declarations of HGP use, chemical contact etc.
Part B deals with movement details, and part C is the
agent’s declaration for livestock sold at auction.
In 1995, the lot-feeding industry established its own
safety code, the National Feedlot Accreditation Scheme
(NFAS) which covers a range of environmental, animal
welfare, veterinary practices feed ingredients and residues
with thorough documentation.
Similarly, the livestock transport sector has its own QA
scheme, Truckcare established in 1998, and finally, the
saleyards sector launched the National Saleyards Quality
Assurance Program in 1997.
All this means that when you buy Australian beef,
you are buying a product from one of – if not the most
– stringently regulated industries in the world, and from
animals free from all major epidemic diseases.

This tracking system extends all the way to shipping
containers, with container and seal numbers for all beef

Disclaimer: Care is taken to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this publication. However MLA cannot accept
responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of the information or opinions contained in the publication. You should make your
own enquiries before making decisions concerning your interests.
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espite cattle often being identified as three
separate species, they have always interbred
well, both naturally, in the wild, and since
domestication.
British and European breeds are Bos taurus, and breeds
from Asia and Africa are predominantly Bos indicus. The
third species, Bos primigenius, is extinct and is typified by
the gargantuan aurochs of the ancient European forests –
daubed on caves in our earliest pieces of art. The aurochs
ranged from Europe to North Africa and over much of
Asia, the last known individual dying in Masovia, Poland
in 1627. However, the aurochs are ancestral to both
modern species (indicus and taurus), and increasingly
these three are grouped as one species.
Cattle not only interbreed successfully and often
between the taurus and indicus species, but also with
other less closely related species such as yaks and bison.
Genetic testing of the Dwarf Lulu breed, Nepal’s only
taurus-type cattle has shown them to be a mix of taurus,
indicus and yak. The more distantly related a species,
however, the less capable they are of interbreeding, such
as with water or African buffalo.

So how does beef breed affect flavour? British breeds
have more fat than European and Tropical breeds.
Traditional thinking has associated flavour with fat,
because more than 650 fat-soluble volatiles are released
when beef is cooked. However, beef may be an exception
to the fat is flavour rule because studies in both the US
and Australia have shown that perception of ‘beefiness’
may come from the meat at least as much as the fat.1
Fat, however, does assist in creating desirable mouthfeel,
particularly for prime cuts that are cooked simply, as
in a roasted rib, more so than for beef more intensely
prepared, as in a hamburger or a ragout.

1
2
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What matters most when producing good quality beef
is that the breed, or crossbreed, is suited to where it is
raised, so that the cattle are not stressed but thrive. For the
farmer they may also require cattle that grow quickly, or
respond well to fattening in a feedlot if that’s where they
are to be finished.
In South America many farmers are even abandoning
the idea of growing cattle breeds specific to milk, or
beef, and are opting for ‘dual-purpose’ cattle, that are
strong, suited to their environment, mother well, have
higher survival rates and so require less intensive care.
This is in fact a return to traditional ways of raising
cattle – breeding specifically for beef or milk has only
happened in the last couple of hundred years, and most
intensely in the last fifty. The United Nation’s Food and
Agriculture Organisation says that these dual-purpose
cattle now make up 75 per cent of South America’s dairy
herd. The herd are made up of a cross breed of European
breeds, indicus and a rangy breed developed by the
conquistadors: the criollos. One study found that in only
20 Venezuelan herds there were 63 different genetic
groups.2
Australian beef growers also inject vitality and
desirable traits into their own herds by crossbreeding,
the challenge being that what works on the lush banks
of Victoria’s Murray River won’t work in Alice Springs.
Indeed, the very first cattle brought to Australia on the first
fleet were picked up en route at the Cape of Good Hope
in Southern Africa. These were not referred to by breed
(in that era cattle were usually referred to by polling and
colour), but were probably a cross breed of local stock
and British breeds. A couple of decades later in 1820 John
Macarthur stated that his cattle were “founded upon the
Bengal Cape and English breeds, the last being a mixture
of Devon, Suffolk and Lancashire”.

Gorraiz et al. 2002
Rimas, Beef 194
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Temperate breeds

British breeds

I

n general, British breeds are smaller than European breeds but reach maturity (meaning they can reproduce, and
are closer to fully grown) at an earlier age. They have excellent fertility rates and have few calving problems. At the
abattoir they produce higher quality grades of meat due to desirable marbling and fat content as well as yielding
carcases with a moderate percentage of unsalable product (their shorter stature, and finer bones for example, mean they
yield a good ratio of meat to bones).

Aberdeen Angus (Black and Red)
This Scotch breed of cattle was developed
from several breeds native to Scotland,
with probably some influence from the
breeds of northern England (as cattle
raiding was rife for hundreds of years
in the region). The breed was one of
the first to be exported from Britain to
North America and Australia in the early
1800s, and unsurprising given their origin
are hardy animals and adaptable to
conditions.
The breed is well-suited to modern
carcase production as they are easy-

going, calve easily, mature very early and
grade well because of a propensity to
marble. This has particularly suited them
to crossing with Wagyu, and specifically
with other breeds to increase those
breeds’ marbling potential. There is very
little difference between Red and Black
Angus breeds other than colour. They are
highly favoured for use in feedlots both in
Australia and in USA. They are reportedly
the most popular breed in southern
Australia.

Hereford (Horned and Polled)
Roan-coloured Herefords with their curlyhaired faces were introduced to Australia
and the US very early into colonisation
and are one of the oldest registered cattle
breeds. Along with Poll Herefords (a
hornless Hereford developed in America
in the early 1900s), they are a highly
adaptable breed that despite originally
coming from lush, rainy western English
climates (Herefordshire), has managed
to thrive in conditions such as Texas and
the Australian outback. As a result of this
and other traits desirable in cattle, such

as docility, fertility and good growth rates,
they are one of the most widely spread
breeds in the world.
Similar to the Angus they are so
adaptable they are in demand for both
feedlot finishing (predominantly as
yearlings), and for the good weights
they can achieve on pasture (which is
especially important for export beef
production). The carcase carries a good
layer of fat and has good intramuscular
marbling so it grades and eats well.

Murray Grey
Developed in the upper Murray River
region of Australia, the Murray Grey was
bred from Angus and Shorthorn stock,
producing ghost gum-grey cattle. The
breed has been exported to New Zealand,
the UK, Canada, the US and China.

temperament. The cattle calve easily and
rear quick-growing calves. Not just prettily
coloured, the breed’s characteristics also
include rapid growth and an excellent
high yielding carcase with excellent eye
muscle and optimum fat cover.

Particularly suited to higher rainfall
areas, the cattle are polled and of good

c opyright meat and livestoc k australia limited
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Shorthorn
Originally a dual-purpose breed for
milking and for beef, Shorthorn cattle can
be traced back to the sixteenth century
by some estimates in Britain and are the
oldest recorded breed existing today, the
result of breeding between cattle from the
north-east of England and in Scotland.
The first pedigree herd book in the world
was created in 1822 by George Coates for
the Beef Shorthorn breed, and similarly,
an American version – The American
Shorthorn Herd Book – was the first of its
kind in North America not long after in
1844.
Dual-purpose shorthorns were some
of the first cattle introduced to Australia
where they were bred with other cattle,
including Devon and Ayrshire to produce
Australia’s first unique dairy cattle breed:

the Illawarra Shorthorn. As a result,
Australia holds important genetic stock
for now rare British breeds, such as the
Dairy or Milking Shorthorn that arrived
in Australia in 1799 from England, but
where, at its place of origin there are now
only around 300 purebred females left.
Shorthorns may be red, white or
roan in colour and the majority are
polled. They are highly fertile with fast
maturity – and a high libido – so cattle
may reproduce more often, and are
extremely good calvers and mothers,
resulting in lower mortality rates. Good
milk production means that Shorthorn
calves can be weaned at good weights
(so excellent for veal production), and the
meat is conducive to marbling.

Devon
Developed in the lush pastures of
Devonshire in southern England, the
Devon has its roots in the prehistoric past
as one of the oldest cattle breeds, and one
of the first introduced to North America
and Australia. Like all old breeds of cattle
in the UK, there is the possibility that
genetic stock did indeed come from some

of the indigenous cattle breeds of Britain,
including the native ox Bos longifrons.
The sturdy, block-like cattle range in
colour from roan red to pale chestnut
and can be polled or carry medium horns
with dark tips. Devons will range well,
and efficiently transform grasses and other
forages into growth.

Galloway
One of the oldest British breeds on record,
the Galloway from Scotland is exported
all over the world. The black, dun or red
coloured cattle can be belted (with a very
thick white stripe around the middle), and
were the first breed to be bred polled.
Long-lived and resistant to disease they
have a double coat of hair, which allows
them to withstand extremes of both heat
and cold. The protection their coat gives
them allows them to put on weight under
adverse conditions, including in hard
foraging country. As they graze nonselectively they encourage better quality

grasses, rather than allowing poorer
quality species to take over. Because they
are non-selective they also respond well
to intense feedlot environments, and are
often used as crosses for this reason.
Extremely fertile and easy calvers,
Galloways provide good milk ensuring the
calves are well-nourished and strong at
weaning. Because of the double layer coat
the cattle do not develop a thick layer of
fat under the skin, so overall have very
low fat content.
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Temperate breeds

Continental European Breeds

L

arger, taller animals than British breeds, and much bulkier than Tropical breeds, European cattle are often the
goliaths of the cattle world, but also leaner and slower to mature and reach maximum growth size at an older age.
Old breeds within their own countries of origin they have only been exported to other countries such as Australia
and the US in relatively recent times (usually only as recently as the 60s and 70s). The carcases generally have a higher
percentage of saleable product but lower quality grades (in part due to the leanness of the meat, that does not marble
well), and can have calving difficulties when crossbred with British breeds.

Charolais
Sometimes referred to as Schwarzenegger
cattle, Charolais bulls can weigh over 1.3
tonnes and stand up to 1.8 metres tall at
the shoulder. Originating in the Burgundy
and Nièvre provinces in France the
Charolais herdbook, was first established
in Nièvre in 1846, and later merged with
the Burgundy book, was symbolically
closed in 1920 and is now only open
to register the direct descendents of the
previously known purebred cattle. The
area around Charollais (which is spelled
with two ‘l’s) gained Appellation d’Origine

Controlée (as for Burgundy wine,
Roquefort cheese and Bresse chicken),
for Charolais beef, the fourth French beef
producer to do so.
The breed has had a significant impact
particularly on the North American
cattle industry as it was introduced just
as breeders were looking to increase the
frame and weight of local herds. White
or straw colour and usually horned –
although some polled animals are now
being bred – the cattle are long of body
and docile in nature.

Chianina
Probably the oldest of all purebred cattle,
the Chianina (pronounced Kee-a-neen-a)
have their roots in the Bronze Age – about
3500 years ago – derived from Asian and
African cattle brought into Italy. During
the Middle Ages when strong draught
animals were the only ones that lived
a long life (the others were butchered),
the breed’s qualities were probably
developed: sturdy, long legs, hard hooves,
clear muscling particularly in the rear,
back and shoulders, and excellent
endurance and docility.
A recent export to countries such as
Australia (the first semen was imported

in 1974), numbers are reasonably small
outside of the breed’s native Italy, but their
general toughness and long legs mean
they can walk long distances to forage,
and do well in tough country.
Chianina are late maturing, trim and
very tall (bulls may stand over two metres
at the shoulder). Their meat is lean with
large eye muscle and they are often
used to cross with other cattle – they are
sometimes referred to as a ‘terminal’ breed
because they can be primarily used to sire
crossbred animals that will all go to the
butcher. They are also used to crossbreed
for better growth in the herd.

Salers
Originating high on the Massif Central
of France, Salers were originally used for
cheese production, with milk rich from
the mountain pastures. Today they are
renowned for mothering ability due to that
rich milk supply, extremely easy calving,

hardiness and foraging ability. Salers can
be used to cross other herds to enhance
these traits, however the beef is also of
good quality with some propensity to
marble.
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Gelbvieh
Originally a Bavarian breed developed
in the 1800s the Gelbvieh (pronounced
‘gel-fee’), was a multi-purpose animal for
milk, meat and draught. This mediumsized European breed ranges in colour
from black to honey and can be horned
or polled. Docile and easy to handle they
are the second quickest European cattle
breed to maturity and very fertile (so they

can reproduce quickly), and are very good
mothers, resulting in low mortality rates.
Gelbvieh are a very lean breed with one
of the largest rib eye muscle areas, resulting
in good yields for prime cuts and have been
used in crossbreeding for the last 20 years
in Australia to give hybrid vigour improving
maternal performances, veal quality and
carcase quality.

Limousin
From the rugged and often harsh
environment of the French provinces of
Limousin and Marche, this honey and strawcoloured breed went through a renaissance
in the nineteenth Century when the formerly
simply draught animals begun to be bred
selectively for meat quality as well. The
cattle are excellent at converting feed to
growth, producing exceptionally highyielding carcases, with very little fat (which
can give it a lower grade). They are very
hardy cattle, traditionally having been left
pastured even over harsh European winters,

unlike most other European breeds that were
and are housed.
There are no polled Limousin cattle, and
without dehorning the animals have small
upwardly curved horns. They are a mediumsized animal and mature more quickly than
many other European breeds. They can be
temperamental – over the last few decades
work has been done to breed docility
into the cattle – and were only recently
introduced to Australia in the 1970s, but are
an important breed in Canada.

Maine-Anjou
One of the first French beef breeds to
achieve Appellation d’Origine Controlée
(the French certification given to food and
wine products unique to certain regions),
the Maine-Anjou originated in the Loire
Valley in France from a cross between the
English dual-purpose Shorthorn and the
local dairy breed Mancelle in the early
1800s. The breed is still dual-purpose,

however is used more commonly for meat
production as this is one of the largest of the
French breeds (bulls average 1.4 tonne) and
produces a high proportion of well-marbled
muscle, with a large rib-eye area.
The dark russet and white cattle with
medium horns easily calve and have a
docile temperament. The Maine Anjou will
crossbreed successfully with British breeds.

Simmental
From the Simme Valley in Switzerland, the
dual-purpose breed was developed during
the eighteenth Century and the first Herd
Book was established in 1806. By some
estimates Simmental cattle are considered
one of the most common breed of cattle in
the world.

Predominantly horned, Simmental range
in colour from straw to dark red with white
markings on the head. Well-muscled,
long and deep-bodied they have a docile
temperament, good milk production and
excellent carcase yields.

Wagyu
Originally, Wagyu simply meant Japanese
beef cattle (‘wa’ means Japanese and ‘gyu’
means cattle ), however it is recognised as
a breed today and is produced outside of
Japan in Australia and the US.
The Bos taurus breed is believed to have
been derived from cattle introduced to Japan

by Portuguese traders, and then later in the
nineteenth century with cattle imported
from elsewhere in Europe, and also from
oxen believed to be introduced as early as
the 2nd century (these are often referred
to as Japan’s native cattle). This beef can
command amongst the highest prices for
meat in the world.
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Tropical breeds

T

ropical breeds of cattle are also referred to by their scientific family name, Bos indicus. They are genetically
adapted to survive in environments that are hot and dry (or monsoonal), with poor pasture. They are also resistant
to parasites such as ticks. The breed has hooded eyes with plenty of pigmentation, providing protection and
resistance to eye cancer, pinkeye and blight. Bos indicus cattle sweat all over their bodies, like horses, allowing them to
cool themselves in hot weather, unlike Bos taurus which can only sweat through their noses.
Cuts from tropical breeds can still grade well for eating, however in general Bos indicus produce lean meat with less
marbling than temperate breeds. For cuts high in connective tissue such as brisket, this does not have a great deal of
effect on eating quality, but for cuts such as loin cuts this does. Many northern Australian beef producers cross tropical
breeds with temperate breeds to increase the carcase weight and meat quality, such as in the cross Brangus (Brahman x
Angus).

Brahman
The Brahmans’ distinctive drooping
ears, hanging skin and iconic hump
belies the breed’s highly evolved nature.
Its unique digestive system allows it to
survive in the toughest conditions, ultraefficiently processing feed that other
breeds would not be able to survive on.
Brahman mothers produce good milk for
their young even under conditions that
European breeds would be unable to. Its
darkly pigmented skin under reflective
sleek hair allows it to tolerate extreme
heat and it is highly resistant to parasites
such as ticks: the breed’s immune
response prevents ticks from developing
and chemicals in its sweat glands act as a
repellent.

The Brahman breed originated in the
USA in the early 1900s where it was
developed from Indian cattle breeds – the
main breeds used were Kankrej, Gujarat,
Nelore (or Ongole) and Gir (or Gyr) – with
some infusion of British-bred cattle.
Brahmans are intelligent, inquisitive
and shy. Despite their physically hardy
nature they respond best to careful and
kind handling methods. Brahmans like
affection and can become very docile.
They quickly respond to handling they
receive, good or bad, which ultimately
affects meat quality.

Santa Gertrudis
The Santa Gertrudis breed was developed
from Brahman and Shorthorn cattle
for performance in the hot, harsh, dry
conditions of Texas, in the USA in the
1920s. The breed was introduced to
Australia in the 1950s and is a popular
breed in northern Australia.

Whilst Santa Gertrudis look very Bos
indicus with the cattle’s loose hide and
drooping ears, their hides are bright red.
Heat tolerant and tick resistant the breed
do not have significant calving difficulties
and produce good milk. The meat has
large lean eye muscle and very little to no
waste fat.

Braford
Developed from a crossbreeding of
Herefords and Brahmans, the Braford was
established in Rockhamption, Australia
in 1946. Extremely adaptable, the breed
is successful in all Australian and New
Zealand environments. The red and white
cattle have a loose hide and droopy ears,
and the bulls have a small hump along

with the heat and tick resistant qualities
that make crossing with Bos indicus so
desirable.
Fertile and calves well, good vealers
are produced by the breed and the mature
carcase is well muscled with little waste
when slaughtered as yearlings and steers.
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Brangus
Just like this breed sounds it was
developed from crossing Brahman and
Angus cattle, in the USA and also in
Australia in the 50s and 60s. The black or
red cattle have loose skin, a small hump
and medium-sized ears, are good foragers
and excellent mothers, with good milk

supply and the heat and tick resistance of
Brahmans.
Late maturing, the cattle make rapid
weight gains however, and whilst the
carcase is lean it has more muscle than
Brahmans and the meat is marbled.

Charbray
The breed was developed from crossing
Charolais bulls and Brahman cows
resulting in heavier weaned calves
and high quality carcases. Originally
developed in Texas, USA in the 1930s,
Charbray is versatile: combining the
hardiness of the Brahman with the lean

muscular characteristics and docile
temperament of the Charolais.
The breed is highly adaptable and as
such forages well in drought conditions
but gains weight rapidly on good feed. It
is a breed in high demand for growing or
finishing in the feedlot as a result of this.

Droughtmaster
This Droughmaster developed in northern
Australia in the early 1900s. Along with
the heat tolerance and tick resistance
of tropical breeds, the Droughtmaster
matures early (a Bos taurus trait) and the
animals respond well to fattening in a
feedlot.
The breed is spread from Cape York in
northernmost Australia to South-east Asia,

Nigeria, Pakistan and a number of South
Pacific islands. Red in colour with some
variations, the breed has an extended
dewlap and moderate hump, and heat and
tick resistance like the Brahman but with
a quiet, docile temperament and higher
grading meat. The animals put on weight
well on both pasture and in feedlots.
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Wagyu
History of Wagyu

U

nderstanding Wagyu is firstly to understand its context. Cattle in Japan were exclusively used for labour up until
recent times. Over centuries Wagyu were bred for working endurance, which in Japan meant in the mines and
fields. As a result of this the cattle developed the ability to store energy in their muscles in liquid form (this is
marbling, or intra-muscular fat). In the working animal this energy is converted to energy more readily than the solid fat
just below the skin’s surface (subcutaneous fat), and in the refrigerated beef of the carcase the intra-muscular fat solidifies
and shows as finely dispersed white marbling.
Traditionally beef in Japan was, and still is, precious
– in fact, for religious reasons it was illegal to consume
beef in Japan for over 1200 years. It wasn’t until the Meiji
Dynasty in 1868 that the prohibition on eating beef in
Japan was lifted.
Japan, being a small set of islands with little area for
grazing, does not suit large-scale beef production so what
is grown is traditionally lot fed, and is a luxury product.
At its extreme, when the very finely textured meat is at its
most heavily marbled (graded 9+ in Australia, and up to
12 in Japan), Wagyu can be luxury’s zenith.
As a result of this very high quantity of intramuscular
fat, in Japan Wagyu is served in tiny portions, usually
sliced very thinly, and rarely as the great steaks that so
many Westerners associate with beef.
The fat that is dispersed through the muscle of
Wagyu is high in monosaturated fats, which have a low
melting point of less than 7°C - which contributes to the
sensation of ‘melting in the mouth’. In particular, oleic
acid (a monosaturated fat present) improves tenderness,
juiciness and flavour in beef, and unlike saturated fat the
consumption of oleic acid does not increase cholesterol
levels in humans, and can even reduce them.
Whilst Wagyu is a breed of beef, it is generally sold
on a regional basis such as, Kobe Beef is Wagyu beef that
comes from the Hyogo prefecture, formerly called the
Tajima province (Kobe beef is still sometimes referred

to as Tajima beef), and is treated with particular care
to command a premium price. Kobe beef is generally
produced from male cattle, while the Matsuzaka beef
brand (which is even more exclusive) is produced
from female cattle (heifers) chiefly born in the Hyogo
prefecture and then finished in the Mie prefecture. Some
beef brands outside of Japan incorporate the word Kobe,
however, similarly to champagne, which can only come
from the region of Champagne in France, Kobe beef
should only come from the Kobe region in the Hyogo
Prefecture, Japan.

Wagyu in Australia
In Australia there are three distinctive strains of Wagyu
cattle: pure-bred (cattle are recognised as pure-bred
after four or more crosses made with Wagyu bulls over
progeny originally from a Wagyu and non-Wagyu cross),
cross-bred (of Wagyu and non-Wagyu animals but must
be at least 50% genetically Wagyu to be called such in
Australia), and full blood (Wagyu that has not had any
other breed introduced into the bloodline).
Highly marbled Wagyu beef requires a large
investment by producers of time and money. To achieve
maximum marbling and meat quality can take as long as
four years from conception to carcase and the traditional
feed that is given to Wagyu for between 400 to 650
days is exacting and expensive – resulting in a cost of
production much higher than in any other beef.

Disclaimer: Care is taken to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this publication. However MLA cannot accept
responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of the information or opinions contained in the publication. You should make your
own enquiries before making decisions concerning your interests.
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G

rading beef serves three purposes, with arguably
the principal one being that the consumer
enjoy beef that is consistent in quality – that
they can choose exactly the kind of beef that they want,
and have confidence that it will be appropriate for the
use that it says it is best used for. Grading also ensures
that producers get paid for what they provide, and the
processors pay for what they get.
Systems for grading vary around the world, but in all
cases share these same purposes. Beef grading involves
both objective and subjective measurements, the
combination of which provides a score for the quality and
the yield of a carcase. The quality assessment indicates
the eating potential of the beef and in combination with
yield measurement provides the value of the specific
primal cut or of the whole carcase.
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measurements, in particular dentition. Dentition refers to
the eruption of permanent incisor teeth as an animal gets
older, and ranges from zero up to a maximum of eight
permanent incisor teeth.
• Basic Category animals have zero permanent incisor
teeth up to eight permanent incisor teeth (0-8) and are
grouped as Bovine – Beef/Veal, Bull.
• Alternative Categories are determined by grouping
permanent incisor eruptions to indicate the progressive
chronological age of animals. Alternative Category for
Bovine are individually coded and identified by the
application of a unique category cipher that describes
the sex of the animal.
NB see the AUS-MEAT charts in the Appendix of this
chapter for all ciphers and descriptors.

Australia
Bovine Chiller Assessment Scheme
AUS-MEAT
The AUS-MEAT product description system is an
Australian system for carcase assessment and product
description for those trading in Australian beef. It
provides a common language for specific products. All
Australian abattoirs and meat packing establishments use
the AUS-MEAT language and assessment criteria.
To assist the Australian meat industry in producing
consistent, accurately described meat products to
meet market requirements, AUS-MEAT has established
accreditation standards for abattoirs, boning rooms and
wholesalers. Purchasing from these accredited suppliers
ensures effective quality assurance procedures every step
of the process from handling, storage, processing and
packaging through to labelling and description of meat
products.
Establishments wishing to be accredited by AUSMEAT must implement an AUS-MEAT approved quality
management system designed to ensure consistency of
quality and accurate product description. AUS-MEAT
monitors accredited enterprises to determine their levels
of compliance to their approved quality management
system and to ensure each enterprise accurately uses the
AUS-MEAT language and maintains the accreditation
standards.

Chiller assessment was developed to enable accredited
establishments to assess, grade or class carcases using
a uniform set of standards under controlled conditions.
The scheme provides a means of describing meat
characteristics and of classifying product prior to
packaging. These characteristics include:
• The colour of the meat and fat
• The amount of marbling
• Eye muscle area
• The rib fat, and
• The maturity of the carcase.
Meat colour
Meat colour is the predominant colour of the rib eye
muscle (M.longissimus dorsi). Meat colour is assessed on
the chilled carcase at the bloomed rib eye muscle area
and is scored against the AUS-MEAT colour reference
standards.
Fat colour
Fat colour refers to the intermuscular fat lateral to the
rib-eye muscle. It is assessed on the chilled carcase and
scored against the AUS-MEAT fat colour reference charts.
Marbling

Carcase categories
AUSMEAT breaks carcases into different categories
– Basic and Alternative – using objective carcase

The AUS-MEAT Marbling system provides an indication
of the amount of marbling in beef. The MSA marbling
system provides an additional indication of the fineness
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of distribution and the size of the marbling pieces. Both
can be used together to provide more detail about the
product.
Marbling is the fat that is deposited between muscles
fibres of the M.longissimus dorsi muscle. Marbling is
assessed and scored against the AUS-MEAT Marbling
reference standards.
Rib fat measurement
Subcutaneous rib fat measurement is measured in
millimetres of the thickness of subcutaneous fat at a
specified rib.
Carcase maturity
Maturity is an estimation of the development of a Beef
carcase determined by the degree of ossification of the
dorsal spinous processes of the vertebrae, the fusing of the
vertebrae and the shape and colour of the rib bones.

Meat Standards Australia
Meat Standards Australia (MSA) is an Australian
eating quality program for beef, maintained by Meat and
Livestock Australia (MLA)
for the Australian red meat
industry. It is a consumer
based meat eating quality
grading program, used on a
voluntary basis.
The MSA program uses
a range of measures to
assess and grade the meat,
eliminating the need for consumers to have specialised
meat and cooking knowledge – and simply to guarantee
that MSA certified meat, when cooked in the correct way,
will meet their eating quality expectations.
The MSA assessment process begins with the producer,
who must first be accredited as an MSA producer.
Cattle eligible for the MSA system must reach the
required standards. Factors such as low stress levels and
consistently good nutrition optimise the potential for
good eating quality. To achieve this, cattle should be
handled quietly with minimal stress, and be a rising plane
of nutrition for the month before slaughter. Transport
can also impact on the stress of the animals. Therefore
livestock are loaded to recommended densities and do
not spend prolonged periods of time in transit. Preslaughter stress can result in the depletion of glycogen
(energy) in the muscles and can result in a high pH level
of the meat, which is undesirable for eating quality. High
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pH levels may result in a carcase ineligible for MSA
certification.
Beef carcases are assessed by a certified MSA grader.
Each carcase has a number of attributes measured to
predict eating quality. This includes the maturity of the
animal. by assessing the amount of cartilage along the
spine that has turned into bone (called ossification).
Carcase pH is measured to ensure the pH is within the
required guidelines i.e. less than 5.7. Marbling is also
assessed at the exposed rib-eye generally between the
12th and 13th rib assessing the amount, and distribution
of intramuscular fat. An increase in marbling will
increase the eating quality of the beef. Very high levels
of marbling are sought after in food service markets, and
also in international markets such as Japan and Korea.
Another carcase measurement taken is the fat depth and
distribution. The fat depth is required to be a minimum
of 3mm over the rib-eye at the quavering site and fat
should be evenly distributed over all major primals of the
carcase. This even coverage is vital for even chilling to
optimize eating quality.
The MSA grader also measures the hump height on
the carcase, as an indication of the percentage of Tropical
Breed Content (TBC) of the animal. An increase in TBC
can decrease the eating quality of the beef. The grader
also uses information provided by the producer, including
the sex of the animal, the selling method (for example,
through sale yards or direct to the processor), presence of
Hormone Growth Promotants (HGPs) and whether or not
it is a milk-fed vealer, in the assessment.
All of these measurements are used to calculate the
final MSA eating quality score of each primal cut in the
carcase. In addition, recommended cooking methods and
ageing times will also be determined for each cut.
The MSA grading system was determined by
undertaking consumer eating quality evaluation tests and
sensory evaluations with over 86,000 consumers. These
tests assessed 603,000 beef samples and provided the
information about the attributes that impact on eating
quality resulting in the MSA model.
Consumers have been able to identify different levels
of eating quality in beef. MSA describes these levels as
MSA Graded or MSA 3 star, MSA 4 star (premium quality)
and MSA 5 star (supreme quality). Only a limited number
of cuts are eligible to achieve MSA 4 and 5 star grades.
MSA grading also recommends ageing times for particular
primal cuts for specific cooking methods, to maximise the
eating quality.
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The United States of America
The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)
grading system assesses the beef carcase in American
abattoirs. USDA inspection is mandatory for all plants,
however grading is voluntary and requires the processor
hiring a qualified USDA grader who assesses the quality
of the carcase and the yield, and this information is used
to find the overall value of the carcase.
The maturity of the carcase is assessed for the
tenderness associated with age and is scored on a scale of
A to E (see table below), with additional scores between
0 and 100 for degrees of variance between those scores
for ossification. ‘Prime’ grade meat, for example must be
under 42 months in age.

Grade

Marbling score

Prime+

Abundant (0-100)

Prime°

Moderately abundant(0-100)

Prime-

Slightly abundant (0-100)

Choice+

Moderate (0-100)

Choice°

Modest (0-100)

Choice-

Small (0-100)

Select+

Slight (50-100)

Select-

Slight (0-49)

Standard+

Traces (34-100)

Standard°

Practically devoid (67-100) to
Traces 0-33

Carcase maturity

Approximate live age
(ossification score)

A

9-30 months (0-100)

B

30-42 months (0-100)

Standard-

Practically devoid (0-66)

C

42-72 months (0-100)

Commercial

Practically devoid (0-66)

D

72-96 months (0-100)

Utility

Practically devoid (0-66)

E

>96 months (0-100)

Cutter

Practically devoid (0-66)

A carcase that scored A0 would show no ossification
while a score of E100 would indicate full ossification
throughout the vertebras. Maturity scores may be adjusted
up and down if the meat colour and texture does not
correspond with the ossification present (darker, coarser
textured meat is usually associated with mature carcases,
while bright, fine textured meat with younger animals).
Marbling is assessed when split between the 12th and
13th ribs. Marbling grades range from Abundant (AB)
which would exhibit extreme degrees of intramuscular fat,
through Moderately Abundant (MAB), Slightly Abundant
(SLAB), Moderate (ME), Modest (MT), Small (SM), Slight
(SL), Traces (TR) and Practically Devoid (PD) which would
show minimal or no marbling whatsoever. These scores
are also allocated sub-grades of 0 to 100 to show variance
between each grade.
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The highest USDA quality grade is Prime (only 2 per
cent of beef in the USA is graded Prime), followed by
Choice, Select, Standard, Commercial, Utility and finally
Cutter, and each of these grades have three sub-grades,
being high (+), average (°) and low (-). A Prime+ cut is the
highest grade and would be sold to high-end restaurants,
whereas Cutter- beef would be used for manufacturing.
Animals that do not grade are classified as ‘No Roll’.
USDA yield grading is a complex process whereby
carcases are scored from 1.0 to 5.0 to indicate potential
yield. Calculating the yield grade involves finding
the Preliminary Yield Grade (PYG) by the depth of
subcutaneous fat three quarters of the way along the
rib-eye from the loin end the way up the rib-eye when
the carcase is split at the 12th and 13th rib, and adding 2
(therefore a carcase with 1.1cm of fat would have a PYG
of 3.1). The weight of the carcase determines the expected
size of its rib-eye and any variance of this figure to the
actual rib-eye size results in an adjustment of the PYG.
If the carcase has a larger rib-eye area than expected
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the PYG is lowered, however if it has a smaller rib-eye
area than expected, the PYG is raised. The percentage
of kidney, pelvic and heart fat (KPH) in the carcase
compared to the total carcase weight also has an effect
on the final yield: carcases with less than 3 per cent KPH
result in a yield grade reduction, and above 4 per cent
KPH result in a yield grade addition. 3.5 per cent KPH
has no effect on final yield.
Finally, the quality grade and the yield grade are
compared, which gives the final value for the carcase.
Deductions are made for carcases that are lighter or
heavier than a standard weight of 600 pounds. For eg.
if a carcase weighs more than 600 pounds, then we
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increase the Preliminary Yield Guide (PYG) and if a
carcase weighs less than 600, then we decrease the PYG.
Significant bruising will also result in discounting and
dairy cattle (identified by concave muscling in the rump
and long, thin rib-eyes) are also discounted.
The term ‘Prime Rib’ has existed longer than the USDA’s
beef grading system, and they are not necessarily derived
from Prime carcases but rather are called such simply because they have for many years been marketed as one of
the best pieces of beef on the carcase. A Prime Rib may
be derived from various grades of carcases. For example when they are derived from a Choice carcase, they
would be known as ‘Choice Grade Prime Ribs’.

c opyright meat and livestoc k australia limited
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New Zealand

Weight range is simply graded according to dressed
carcase weight.

All carcases, except bobby calves, are classified into
Fat Classes. Fat depth is the depth of subcutaneous fat
over the fourth quarter of the eye muscle at the 12th rib.

In addition to these measures, sex and age is also
taken into account (by inspecting the incisor teeth
present).

All adult cattle, other than M cow are classified into
three muscling classes 1-3. Each is based on the degree

Prime cow

M cow

Fat cover
description

Fat
class

Fat
depth

Weight ranges

Fat
class

Fat
depth

Weight
ranges

Fat
class

Fat
depth

Weight
ranges

Devoid

A

Nil

145-159.5kg

P

3-10mm

160-195kg

M

Under
4mm

Under 145kg

Light,patchy

L

under 3mm

160-195kg

195.5-220kg

145-170kg

195.5-220kg

220.5-245kg

170.5-195kg

245.5-270kg

195.5-220kg

over 270kg

over 220kg

220.5-245kg

T

11-16mm

245.5-270kg
270.5-295kg

Light to
medium

P

3-10mm

Fat class

28

of muscling of the hindquarter and based on the muscle
shape of the rump and rated from a well-muscled 1 to a
concaved rump 3.

The New Zealand Meat Board grades meat on a
voluntary basis, focused on four factors: maturity, sex, fat
content and muscling.

Steer and heifer

|

17mm
and over

160-270kg

over 295kg

270.5-295kg

145-159.5kg

over 295kg

160-195kg
195.5kg-220kg
220.5-245kg
Heavy

T

11-16mm

245-270kg
270.5-295kg
295.5-320kg
320.5-345kg
over 345kg

Excessive

F

17mm
and over

145-159.5kg
160-270kg
270.5-295kg
over 295kg

Number of muscling classes:3

Number of muscling classes:3

Number of muscling classes:3

Bull
Fat cover
description

Fat
class

Fat
depth

Weight
ranges

Devoid to
light

M

under 3mm

up to 195kg
195-220kg
220.5-245kg
245.5-270kg
270.5-295kg

Light or
medium

TM

3mm and
over

295.5-320kg
320.5-345kg
over 345kg

Number of muscling classes: 3
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Japan
All Japanese beef carcases are assessed for both yield
and quality by the Japanese Meat Grading Association
(JMGA). Carcases are given a score for yield from A (Yield
estimate percentage is 72% or above of total cuts in above
average range) to C (Yield estimate percentage is under
69% or below of total cuts in below average range) and a
score for meat quality from 1(being poor) to 5 (excellent).
The meat quality score is determined by assessing
beef marbling, meat colour and brightness, firmness
and texture of meat, colour, lustre and quality of meat.
The final grade is derived from a combination of the two
scores, A1 or B3, for example.
Yield score is determined as an estimated percentage
by taking into consideration the rib-eye area in
centimeters, the rib thickness in centimetres, the cold
left side weight in kilograms, and the subcutaneous
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fat (fat between the hide and the meat) thickness in
centimeters. The yield score may be adjusted downward
for excessive subcutaneous fat, inferior muscling or lack
of proportionality between forequarter and hindquarter.
Yield estimated percentage = 67.37 + (0.130 x Rib eye
area in cm) + (0.667 x Rib thickness in cm) + (0.025 x
cold left side weight in kg) + (0.896 x subcutaneous fat
thickness in cm).
To assess quality and yield the carcase is split between
the 6th and 7th rib. To ascertain the quality, marbling is
scored from 1 (none) to 12 (excellent). Meat colour and
brightness are scored from 1(light) to 7 (very dark). Then,
firmness and texture from 1(coarse/inferior) to 5 (very fine
and excellent). And finally colour, lustre and quality of fat
from 1(below average) to 6 (excellent). The overall meat
quality score is expressed as the lowest grade from these
four attributes as outlined.

Meat quality score
Yield score

5

4

3

2

1

A

A5

A4

A3

A2

A1

B

B5

B4

B3

B2

B1

C

C5

C4

C3

C2

C1

Source: Japan Meat Grading Association
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Argentina

European Union

Beef in Argentina is classified by age and gender first and
then graded by the muscular development and fat cover.
The carcase is classified as a cow, heifer, steer or bull. Age
is classified according to the degree of cartilage ossification
of the side of beef, as well as a scale of its clean weight.

The European Union encourages the meat industry to
use a carcase classification grid system called the EUROP
grid. The EUROP grid consists of a five-point scale for
conformation (shape) and fat, which are also subdivided
into low, medium and high classes, resulting in 15 classes.

A grade of 1 to 5 is assigned based on the muscular
development (shape) and the thickness of fat covering the
muscles (fatness). In order to assess the differences among
shapes, the assessor considers the form, profile and shape
of muscular mass, excluding the thickness of covering fat,
which may interfere with the assessment of shape it scored.

The carcase is categorized according to sex and age (i.e.
steer, heifer, cow, young bull, mature bull) and weighed.
Carcases are ‘hot’ if weighed within one hour of slaughter.
When carcases are weighed ‘hot’ then the ‘cold’ weight is
calculated by reducing the hot weight by 2 per cent.

Brazil
Despite being the world’s largest exporter of beef, Brazil
does not at this stage grade its beef on a national basis and
any grading is done at the individual company level.
Brazil defines a standard beef carcase as: A beef
product of an animal that has been “slaughtered, bled,
skinned, eviscerated, its head cut off between the occipital
bone and the first cervical vertebra, its forelimbs cut off
at the carpometacarpal joint and its hind limbs cut off at
the tarsometatarsal joint, its tail, udder (if female), pizzle
and testes if male, removed, its inguinal and perirenal
fats removed, its sticking wound removed, its spinal cord
removed and its diaphram and pillars removed”.
The cuts are coded in an alphanumerical sequence
starting with the primal cut A0000, and follow their cutting
order, as proposed by the Brazilian system.
A= Bone in and B = Boneless. The first digit identifies if
hind or forequarter.
1 = Hindquarter and 2 = Forequarter. The second digit
identifies the primal cut and the third digit the smaller
the individual cut. Additional decimal points are added
for specification requirements. For eg. B1101.1 would be
tenderloin cap off .

An assessment of the overall shape of the carcase is
then referenced to the EUROP scale. Conformation is
divided into five main classes: E (excellent), U (very good),
R (good), O (fair) and P (poor). Classes U,O and P are subdivided into upper (+) and lower (-) bands. Conformation
class E describes carcases of outstanding shape, particularly
of the type produced by double-muscled cattle, but these
represent only a small proportion of the European kill.
Class P describes poorly muscled carcases of inferior shape,
usually produced from cows of extreme dairy breeds, such
as Holstein/Fresian.
Fatness is assessed into five classes from 1 (very lean)
to 5 (very fat), with classes 4 and 5 being subdivided into
leaner (L) and fatter (H) bands.
When a carcase is described in classification terms,
the conformation class is always given first. For example,
the most common type of steer carcase would have a
conformation class of R and a fat class of 4L. This would be
recorded as R4L, and its position is shown in the grid.
Fatness
1

2

3

4L

4H

5L

5H

E
U+
Conformation

Fat cover is not measured, but visually inspected for
thickness, accumulation and/or distribution and there
are no minimum or maximum standards. However
unlike in other markets marbling is generally considered
unfavourable. There are five different degrees of fat : lean,
scarce, moderate (optimum), abundant and excessive.
It is essential that fat coverage be evenly and uniformly
distributed over the carcase since its uneven deposition
is considered non-optimal, especially for chilling down
the carcase. The colour of fat is also important, creamy or
pearly white being the appropriate colours, but yellow fat
being acceptable as well.

-U
R

R4L

0+
-0
P+
-P

Source: European Commission
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United Kingdom and Ireland
Carcase grading varies across the UK and Ireland, but
the general principles remain the same. In the UK grading
is predominantly carried out by the Meat and Livestock
Commission, but private companies also carry out
assessments. If independently assessed, the graders must
be supplied by the Meat and Livestock Commission (UK).
The carcase is graded according to its muscularity and
the amount of fat cover and is graded to give a prediction
of the amount of meat which can be sold. Fat class is
assessed by classifying the fat from 1 (very thin) to 5 (very
fat) and saleable meat yield is assessed by classifying
the muscularity of the carcase from E (heavily muscled)
through to P (very lightly muscled).
In Ireland, the grading is carried out automatically by
Visual Image Analysis (VIA).

Comparison of global beef grading systems
Variable

Cut

Australia
AUSMEAT

MSA

Yes

Yes

Cooking Method

Yes

Sex

Yes

Carcase weight

Yes

Yes

Hang Method

Yes

Growth

Yes
Yes

USDA/
Canada

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Meat Colour

Yes

Yes

Yes

Rate of pH decline

Yes

Ageing

Yes

QA System/License

Yes

Yield

South
America

Yes

Yes

Yes

Firmness

Korea

Yes

Marbling

Ultimate pH

Europe

Yes

Ossification
Texture

Japan

Yes

Yes

Tropical Breed Content

Fat distribution

New
Zealand

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Source: Meat Standards Australia (MSA)

Disclaimer: Care is taken to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this publication. However MLA cannot accept
responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of the information or opinions contained in the publication. You should make your
own enquiries before making decisions concerning your interests.
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appendix
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AUS-MEAT LANGUAGE
IDENTIFYING CARCASE CATEGORY DESCRIPTIONS BY DENTITION
(BASIC AND ALTERNATIVE)
AUS-MEAT has utilised the objective carcase measurements, in particular dentition, to form Basic and Alternative
Category descriptors for bovine (veal/beef/bull). Dentition is the eruption of permanent incisor teeth as an animal
gets older. Dentition ranges from zero up to a maximum of eight permanent incisor teeth.
Categories for all species are divided into BASIC CATEGORIES and ALTERNATIVE CATEGORIES, and all have a
unique coded cipher.

BASIC CATEGORY

ALTERNATIVE CATEGORIES

Animals assessed for Basic Category ranging from zero
permanent incisor teeth and up to eight permanent
incisor teeth (0-8) are grouped as the following species:

Alternative Categories are determined by grouping
permanent incisor eruptions to indicate the progressive chronological age of animals. Alternative Category for the species bovine, ovine, and caprine are
individually coded and identified by the application of
a unique category cipher that describes the sex of the
animal represented under that species description.

• Bovine – beef/veal/bull

BOVINE – BASIC CATEGORIES (VEAL / BEEF / BULL)
DESCRIPTION

DENTITION

0

VEAL - Female or castrate or entire male bovine that:
• Has no evidence of eruption of permanent incisor teeth.
• Weighs no more than 150kg (HSCW).
• In males after Secondary Sexual Characteristics (SSC) assessment
shows no evidence of SSC.
• Shows youthfulness and veal colour (veal meat colour must not
exceed the AUS-MEAT veal colour standard V5).

0-8

CATEGORY/CIPHER

BEEF - Female or castrate or entire male bovine that:
• In males shows no evidence of Secondary Sexual
Characteristics (SSC).
• Dentition range for this category is 0 to 8 permanent incisor
teeth.

VEAL * V *

Optional Veal classes:
Refer Veal section

BEEF * A *
OR
BEEF

BULL - Derived from entire or castrate male bovine animals

0-8

showing signs of Secondary Sexual Characteristics (SSC).
• (SSC) in bovine are defined by the following well
developed aspects:
-- Muscles on the neck and shoulder.
-- Inguinal canal and prominent erector muscle.
-- Penis stub.
-- Pubic tubercle.

BULL * B *

Exposed area of M. semimembranosus muscle-triangular and,
relatively scarce scrotal fat and dark muscle colour.

* SSC: Secondary Sexual Characteristics
c opyright meat and livestoc k australia limited
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BOVINE – ALTERNATIVE CATEGORIES (BEEF)
* Chronological age as shown is approximate only

DESCRIPTION

DENTITION

0

Carcase is derived from castrate or entire male bovine that:
• Has 0 permanent incisor teeth.
• Has no evidence of Secondary Sexual Characteristics (SSC).

CATEGORY/CIPHER

YEARLING STEER

* YS *

* Up to 18 months

0

Carcase is derived from female, castrate or entire male bovine that:
• Has 0 permanent incisor teeth.
• Has no evidence of Secondary Sexual Characteristics (SSC).

YEARLING BEEF

*Y*

* Up to 18 months

0-2

Carcase is derived from castrate or entire male bovine that:
• Has no more than 2 permanent incisor teeth.
• Has no evidence of Secondary Sexual Characteristics (SSC).

YOUNG STEER

* YGS *

* Up to 30 months

0-2

Carcase is derived from female, castrate or entire male
bovine that:
• Has no more than 2 permanent incisor teeth.
• Has no evidence of Secondary Sexual Characteristics (SSC).

0-4

Carcase is derived from castrate or entire male bovine that:
• Has no more than 4 permanent incisor teeth.
• Has no evidence of Secondary Sexual Characteristics (SSC).

YOUNG BEEF

* YG *

* Up to 30 months

YOUNG
PRIME STEER

* YPS *

* Up to 36 months

0-4

Carcase is derived from female, castrate or entire male bovine that:
• Has no more than 4 permanent incisor teeth.
• Has no evidence of Secondary Sexual Characteristics (SSC).

YOUNG
PRIME BEEF

* YP *

* Up to 36 months

0-7

Carcase is derived from castrate or entire male bovine that:
• Has no more than 7 permanent incisor teeth.
• Has no evidence of Secondary Sexual Characteristics (SSC).

0-7

Carcase is derived from female, castrate or entire male
bovine that:
• Has no more than 7 permanent incisor teeth.
• Has no evidence of Secondary Sexual Characteristics (SSC).

0-7

OX – Carcase is derived from female (only) bovine that:
• Has no more than 7 permanent incisor teeth.

0-8

OX – STEER – Carcase is derived from castrate or
entire male bovine that:
• Has up to 8 permanent incisor teeth.
• Has no evidence of Secondary Sexual Characteristics (SSC).

0-8

Carcase is derived from female bovine that:
• Has 8 permanent incisor teeth.

PRIME STEER

* PRS *

* Up to 42 months

PRIME BEEF* PR *
* Up to 42 months

OX * S *

* Up to 42 months

OX * S * or
STEER * SS *
* Any age

COW * C *
* All ages
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BOVINE – ALTERNATIVE CATEGORIES (BULL)
0

CATEGORY/CIPHER

DESCRIPTION

DENTITION

Carcase is derived from entire male not assessed for SSC.

YEARLING
ENTIRE * YE *

• Has no evidence of eruption of permanent incisor teeth.
• Carcase weighs more than 150kg (HCSW)*.
Carcase is derived from entire male not assessed for SSC.

0-2

YOUNG ENTIRE

• Has no evidence of eruption of more than 2 permanent incisor
teeth.
• Carcase weighs more than 150kg (HCSW)*.

* YGE *

Carcase is derived from castrate or entire male bovine that:

0-2

• Has no evidence of eruption of more than 2 permanent incisor
teeth.
• Show signs of Secondary Sexual Characteristics (SSC).
• Carcase weighs more than 150kg (HCSW)*.

YOUNG BULL

* BYG *

* (HSCW) Hot Standard Carcase Weight.

BEEF MEAT COLOUR
1A

1B

1C

2

3

4

5

6

7
Colour
darker
than the
6 chip

Colours displayed show the darkest colour of each grading and are a guide only, not a true representation.

FAT COLOUR
Fat colour is the intermuscular fat lateral to the rib
eye muscle. It is assessed on the chilled carcase
and scored against the AUS-MEAT fat colour
reference standards. Fat colour is assessed by
comparing the intermuscular fat colour lateral to
the M. longissimus dorsi and adjacent to the M.
iliocostalis and is scored against the AUS-MEAT
Fat colour reference standards.

á
á

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
Colour
darker
than the
8 chip

Colours displayed show the darkest colour of each grading and are a guide only, not a true representation.
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MARBLING

The AUS-MEAT marbling system provides an indication
of the amount of marbling in beef. The Meat Standards
Australia (MSA) marbling system provides an additional
indication of the fineness of distribution and the size of
marbling pieces. AUS‑MEAT and MSA marbling reference
standards can both be used to provide more detail about
the product.
Marbling is the fat that is deposited between muscle
fibres of the M. longissimus dorsi muscle. Marbling is
assessed and scored against the AUS-MEAT marbling
reference standards.

Marbling is an assessment of the chilled carcase and
scored by comparing the proportion of marble fat to
meat at the surface of the assessment site that lies within
the M. longissimus dorsi boundary. Marbling is assessed
against the meat depicted in the marbling reference
standards.
Chiller assessors who assess marbling above score 6
must hold a high marbling endorsement as well as the
standard Chiller Assessment qualification.

Disclaimer: Care is taken to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this publication. However MLA cannot accept
responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of the information or opinions contained in the publication. You should make your
own enquiries before making decisions concerning your interests.
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Processing
‘By a fortunate coincidence’ writes Harold McGee in
Food & Cooking, ‘the methods of slaughter that result in
good-quality meat are also the most humane.’

Export abattoirs must be registered under Federal
Government legislation and are subject to the Export
Control Act.

Stress before an animal’s death has an adverse effect
on meat quality. ‘Stress depletes the muscles of their
energy supply before slaughter’ he writes, which results
in “readily spoiled”, “dark, firm, and dry” or “dark-cutting
meat.”

Qualified meat inspectors and veterinarians employed
by the Australian Government Department of Agriculture
are often on site to ensure compliance, hygiene and
animal welfare standards are adhered to. There are a
number of export plants that are not required to employ
the Australian Government Department of Agriculture
inspectors. These plants have highly developed Quality
Assurance (QA) management systems that allow for
self inspection. These systems have been approved by
importing countries.

In Australia, for both animal welfare and meat quality
reasons, we have stringent rules and regulations around
the handling of cattle on the way to and immediately
prior to their death.

Animal Welfare

In addition to our own requirements, some countries
have their own operational, procedural and religious
requirements which must be adhered to for meat destined
for their markets.

While Australia has always led the way with
strict codes of practice for animal welfare, both at
governmental and NGO level, more recently the federal
government in conjunction with Animal Health Australia
has developed a national Standards and Guidelines
system, covering each stage of the commercial supply
chain to safeguard animals from mistreatment.

Getting there

Then there is the Australian Animal Welfare Strategy to
ensure clarity and simplicity at a national level in matters
of animal welfare.

The process of optimising eating quality and ensuring
healthy and contented animals are processed begins long
before the abattoirs.

And finally the Animal Welfare RD&E Strategy,
developed by the Primary Industries Ministerial Council
which has identified seven key strategic themes for
focus which include pain assessment, public attitudes,
education and training.

Farmers are advised not to mix cattle from different
mobs within two weeks of despatch; to continue to graze
or feed rations for a minimum of one month prior to
despatch; to handle and muster cattle quietly; load cattle
onto trucks quietly, without goads or electric prodders
and to load them at recommended densities set out in the
Trucking Code of Practice.

The abattoirs
That the word comes from the French verb abattre, to
beat down, gives an indication of the primitive nature of
slaughterhouses before the modern era.
Animals for slaughter were beaten, or hoisted in a tree
and their throats slit. Thankfully for the animals and for
our humanity, times have changed.
Essentially, there are two kinds of abattoirs in Australia:
domestic and export.
Domestic abattoirs, which supply meat for Australian
consumption come under the jurisdiction of state and
territory hygiene authorities, the Australian Government
Department of Agriculture, other meat industry
organisations and the Australian standard developed by
the Australia New Zealand Food Authority1.

1

www.foodstandards.gov.au

Most of Australia’s livestock is processed in export
licensed abattoirs.

Slaughtering and dressing
This is the process of killing and processing an animal
to produce a carcase for human consumption and
separating out the by-products of the process such as
offal, hides, pharmaceuticals and pet foods.
Modern slaughtering is conducted on a production
line, known as the chain system. Each process is divided
into separate tasks and carried out by a number of
butchers as the animal moves along on a chain from
stunning to chillers.
Before an animal is slaughtered (ante-mortem), it is
inspected in the stockyard to ensure that it meets health
and hygiene standards.
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Most abattoirs in Australia are designed with a semicircular raceway. Cattle are funnelled into the race,
quietly, with one animal always taking the lead naturally,
and led up to the ‘knocking box.’ where they are stunned,
one at a time.
Many abattoirs have been designed taking into account
the principles of Temple Grandin, the American doctor
of animal science, consultant to the livestock industry on
animal behaviour.
As previously noted, in Australia animals are stunned
prior to being processed for two reasons: firstly to
minimise suffering: and secondly to avoid the detrimental
effect of stress and ill treatment on the overall quality of
the meat. More recently, for non-ritual slaughtering, there
has been an increase in the use of electrical stunning. The
beast is then bled by severing the carotid arteries.
After bleeding, the carcase is skinned, organs are
removed and inspected (post-mortem) and placed on
a conveyor belt to travel with it so they can remain
identifiably with the carcase from which they were taken.
This is essential for the detection of any possible
disease during the inspection process. If a disease is
detected then carcase and organs are destroyed.
Now the carcase is split down the middle, washed
down, weighed and placed in a chiller before further
processing.
Correct chilling is an important part of the process.
Chilling too quickly can result in ‘cold shortening’ –
too quick contraction of the muscle fibres and consequent
toughening of the fibres.
Too slow and ‘heat shortening’ can result – this can
affect the enzymes that enable ageing.
Electrical stimulation – the process of passing an
electrical current through the carcase – is used in some
abattoirs to better manage the effects of both cold
shortening and heat shortening.
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Religious slaughter
Practices prescribed by religious rites in the slaughter
of animals, specifically Islamic and Judaic, producing,
respectively, halal and kosher meat.
Both words describe meat that is fit and proper to eat
by Muslims and Jews, and the rites used are based upon
food laws in their respective scriptures, the Old Testament
and the Torah for kosher, and the Qu’ran for halal.
Australian Meat standards and the Australian
Government Department of Agriculture have developed
programs for both religious rites. Australia has been a
major supplier to halal markets for over 40 years.

Carcase classification
Before today’s objective classification system, export
meat was divided, more or less arbitrarily, into three
categories: GAQ (good average quality), FAQ (fair average
quality) and MX (manufacturing quality).
The move towards an objective system began in the
1970s, was formally introduced in 1988 and was finalised
by AUS-MEAT’s Export Licensing Regulations in 1998,
based on four characteristics: sex, age, weight and fat
measurement.
Classification has not been such an issue in the
domestic market. Butchers either buy unseen product
from wholesalers, some buy direct from the farm, others
buy carton meat and as this is often from export works,
the description details are carried.

Cold storage
Cold stores, large areas that contain both carcases
and boxed product, in both meat processing plants and
offsite facilities – private – operate to the same hygiene
and temperature control standards to make sure that the
cold chain for both domestic and export product is not
compromised.
Since the introduction of computer based systems,
stock rotation and product storage has seen significant
change and improvement. And all product within a cold
store carries an individual code for improved traceability
Some cold stores offer both frozen and chilled product,
and many private facilities dry or vacuum-pack aged beef.
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Chilled and frozen

Terms used in packaging include:

At the end of the chain, the carcase is chilled to around
7ºC within 24 hours, then processed into cuts. The next
day, if the meat is to be chilled, it is placed in a chiller
which is held at 0ºC plus or minus 1ºC. This is an ideal
holding temperature to prevent bacteria forming and for
the microbiology. Ideally, chilled meat should be held at
this temperature all the way to and into the kitchen.

• Vacuum packed (VAC): the meat is placed in a
package from which the air is removed and the
package sealed. The oxygen free atmosphere combined
with correct temperature control will inhibit bacterial
growth, extend the shelf life of the product and allow
the meat to age. Occasionally VAC meat will be
frozen.

For freezing, cuts are placed into a blast freezer
running at around -40ºC for 24 hours, then held at -20ºC
until consumption or shipping.

• Individually wrapped (IW): the meat cut has been
individually wrapped in the approved material.

Packaging
The packaging link in the processing chain is critical to
product quality and longevity as well as protection from
contamination, and environmental damage – such as
freezer burn. For this, packaging material is an important
component.
The history of packaging materials used for Australian
beef begins with stockinette and hessian for carton
packed meat, and moves into polythene in the 1950s, and
beginning in the late 1960s, shifts to vacuum packaging
for both the domestic and chilled export market.
Hessian and stockinette are still used for export
packing, but also polythene sheets and bags, and bags for
vacuum packing.
As with all processes and products along the
processing path, the use of packaging materials is
controlled by various standards, including the Australian
Standards for Plastic Materials for Food Contact Use and
the Australian Standard for the Hygienic Production and
Transportation of Meat and Meat Products for Human
Consumption. These cover both the safety and efficacy of
the packaging materials used.

• Multi-wrap (MW): the meat has been packed in a
single bag or covering in components of two or more
pieces.
• Layer packed (LP): the product is packed into a carton
containing two or more layers of meat with each layer
separated by an approved material.
• Modified atmosphere packed (MAP): the meat is
packed in a package impermeable to air and flushed
with a mixture of gases. The atmosphere in the package
is formulated to extend the shelf life and restrict
bacterial growth. Developed initially for retail ready
meat trays this is now also being used in food service
Most export beef today is packed in corrugated fibre
cartons whose composition has been developed over
many years, with different cartons for chilled and frozen
meat.
Chilled quarters are wrapped in stockinette for air
shipment, chilled cuts are individually vacuum-packed.
Any exposed bones should be covered with protective
materials to prevent the vacuum bag being punctured,
and absorbent pads can be placed inside the bag to
absorb drip.
Meat destined for manufacture – for example into
hamburgers – will usually be shipped in polyethylenelined cartons.
Frozen cuts are most commonly individually wrapped
in polyethylene – or vacuum packed – in polyethylenelined cartons.
All shipping containers destined for export are
inspected, with sea-freighted containers sealed under
the Australian Government Department of Agriculture
supervision. The container cannot be opened until it
reaches its final destination.
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Ageing
‘There is no doubt that the practice alters the taste and
texture – the whole eating experience – of the meat.’
Hugh Fearnley- Whittingstall, The River Cottage Meat Book

Ageing improves the flavour, juiciness and tenderness
of beef. It’s a way of adding value by adding only one
ingredient: time.
Ageing or hanging beef has been practiced since first
we began to understand how to cook meat.
There are now two methods of ageing, dry and ‘wet’
inside vacuum-packed bags.
The higher the temperature when ageing, the greater
the tenderness. But therein lies a problem. The higher the
temperature, the greater the risk of rapid bacterial growth.
So the ideal and safe temperature for long term ageing is
between -0.5ºC and 1ºC.
What is vitally important is stability of temperature, so
the ageing room should have an anteroom to prevent the
ingress of warm moist outside air.
Relative Humidity – RH – is important to dry ageing.
A low RH will restrict bacterial growth, but also promote
greater weight loss and surface drying thus increasing
trimming losses.
The improvement in tenderness involves the breaking
down of muscle structural proteins by enzymes, although
some muscles respond more than others: those muscles
with a high content of connective tissue will not improve
as much.
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Studies have found that there is a significant
improvement in juiciness of steaks after 21 days ageing,
slightly less so after 24 days. And some believe that a dryageing period of at least 40 days is required for full flavour
development.
The improvement of flavour of dry aged beef has an
upside and a downside. The evaporation from the meat
surface which contributes to the flavour by concentrating
flavour compounds also results in a lower yield of
saleable meat.
Weight losses have been measured on short loins at
between 5.4 and 8.5 per cent for beef dry-aged up 35
days, considerably less for wet-aged beef.
And more costs are incurred in preparing the dry-aged
beef for sale: the external crust and other pieces need
to be trimmed. The result for a dry aged short loin would
be an additional 19 per cent on the price. For a growing
number of discerning consumers, this is not a problem,
however the cheaper and easier but not so flavourimproving wet-aged method continues as the dominant
method.
There are other advantages of wet-aged beef: it’s
easier to transport, it offers greater control of bacterial
contamination and that cuts can be aged longer, up to 12
weeks, resulting in greater aged flavour.
Disadvantages are moisture retention of the meat, and
the possibility of the loss of the vacuum from a pack,
resulting in spoilage.
Ultimately, as in the choice between grass and
grainfed, as far as eatability goes, De gustibus non est
disputandum: which means in matters of taste, there can
be no disputes – we like what we like.

Disclaimer: Care is taken to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this publication. However MLA cannot accept
responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of the information or opinions contained in the publication. You should make your
own enquiries before making decisions concerning your interests.
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he quality of beef has been synonymous with
provenance for hundreds, if not thousands of
years. From the feted beef of medieval England to
the pampered cattle of Hyogo prefecture in Japan, beef
commands a premium price according to where it comes
from and what that is perceived to be worth, from the sale
yard to the restaurant diner or the home consumer.
However, there have been several other trends in
marketing and selling beef to restaurant diners that have
developed over the past decades. The most important
of these are: marketing by breed, by farm (or company,
or brand), by feed (such as grassfed or grainfed) and by
ageing conditions (such as dry-aged or wet-aged). To
know what attributes appeal to the target market is most
important in deciding how to sell or market the beef on
the menu. Check the chapters on grassfed/grainfed beef
and processing for more details on those selling points.
Another recent phenomenon in Western markets has
been the re-appreciation of fat in beef. Whilst it is true
that beef sold in the retail market, at butchers and in
supermarkets still shows a preference for the modern
demand for lean meat, in food service the trend has been
towards beef that is marbled. Of course there are varying
degrees of appreciation.
The Marketing Manager at Rangers Valley Cattle
Station Pty Ltd, a large grain-lot finishing beef producer in
Northern New South Wales explains:
“Our beef has a different market position depending on
the beef eating culture. In Japan, Korea and Taiwan where
highly marbled beef is the norm, Rangers Valley long
fed Angus [highly marbled meat] is a mid-range retail
product. It is sold through supermarket chains and local
family restaurants.
“In Western beef eating cultures, our product is very
high end. As the understanding about beef marbling has
increased over the past decade, our marbled beef has
grown in popularity in the fine dining and steak house
segment.”
To cater to the Australian market Gundooee Organic
Wagyu, in central New South Wales, aims for a marble
score of 2 to 3 with their three-quarter full blood Wagyu
cattle (crossed with Angus), and even call this ‘Australianstyle Wagyu’ as the domestic market though generally
enthusiastic about Wagyu, does not favour extremely
marbled meat.
The story of branding beef (no pun intended) is as old
as trade; for centuries the black cattle of Scotland (from
which Angus are derived), were driven hundreds of miles
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down from the highlands to London to meet demand
there for the beef which was marketed as ‘Scottish’ or
‘Aberdeen Angus’ beef. Today, the pristine environmental
conditions on King Island, off the coast of Tasmania, are
used to sell ‘King Island Beef’ in Melbourne and Sydney
as well as overseas.
The conditions within which cattle grow have
traditionally been good selling points for identifying
perceived quality. Yet it was perhaps unsurprisingly in
America that branding by breed, rather than provenance,
became a phenomenon. However grassfed beef is
becoming increasingly sought in the USA and the
‘grassfed’ descriptor is becoming more prevalent in
marketing of beef there.
Angus were amongst the first British cattle exported
from the UK to the US in the 19th Century. However, post
the Second World War there was a great push in the US
for crossbreeding with European breeds that grew faster
and much larger and leaner. However, whilst cattle size
and eye muscle size vastly increased in the crossbred
cattle, marbling levels drastically decreased and by the
1970s almost no carcases were being graded Prime (the
USDA’s highest quality grade of beef). The USDA even
seriously considered changing their grading system as a
result. However, Angus producers in the US opposed the
move and started the ‘Certified Angus Beef’ brand in 1978
– a brand that grew exponentially, so successful was it in
selling Angus beef as best for eating quality.
In Australia Angus growers capitalised in that American
reputation successfully by introducing the ‘Certified
Australian Angus Beef’ brand and when fast food chain
McDonalds used Angus beef for the McAngus burger
in the 90’s the breed used to create the brand became a
household name. As a result of these successful marketing
drives other breeds traditionally renowned for good
marbling and fine eating qualities such as Hereford and
Shorthorn have been largely eclipsed, particularly in the
home cooking market. Today these breeds and others
such as Belted Galloway, sound exotic on menus, and
often include the term ‘rare breed’.
Today digital media allows for better educating
consumers, especially in regards to high-end and
specialty beef. The scope for reaching beef eaters with
information is phenomenal.
Social media forums including Twitter, Facebook and
Pinterest, coupled with smart phones, make it easy for
chefs, butchers, distributors and producers to generate
excitement for their beef, educate their network and
expand their market. Chefs post photos of a carcase that’s
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come in and is being broken down in the kitchen, or a
new dish on the menu waiting to go out. Beef producers
tweet photos of their cattle on the farm and provide
information about what products will be at which farmers
markets, and when. Butchers and providores provide
information about upcoming events and sales, and post
photos of seasonal products that have become available.
Using Twitter and other social media forums reduces
the need for businesses, including restaurants, to have
a website in order to have internet exposure, which is
invaluable to producers and restaurants because websites
are only successful if they are regularly updated (which
can be expensive if that work is out-sourced, and timeconsuming if done in-house).
Lizette Snaith from ‘Warialda Beef’ in Victoria, who has
been on Twitter since 2009 and (in early 2013) has circa
2200 followers, says that for her it is “about closing the
gap between our customers and us.” She says rather than
‘sell’ via Twitter it’s about communication and education,
which has been vital in promoting their Belted Galloway
beef cattle.
David Blackmore, of Blackmore Wagyu in Victoria,
also cites education as the most important tool for selling
beef – and specifically, high-end beef. He says: “customer
knowledge is key to the ongoing growth and development
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of the Wagyu brand. Competition is growing from other
meats such as seafood, pork and other exotic meats.”
Ranger’s Valley explains what being educated in
beef means for chefs: “The key sales tool for a chef is
to understand what they are selling and where it comes
from. At Rangers Valley… we regularly host chefs at our
homestead… Just as a sommelier has to visit wineries,
chefs gain an immense amount of knowledge and
confidence in our beef after visiting Rangers Valley.
“Fully understanding what the product is and the exact
production method is also critical. We have a significant
amount of information about our product on our website
and brochures, plus we are always explaining the details
face to face with customers.”
For chefs going through distributors, wholesalers,
providores or butchers, these channels can be invaluable
in regards to procuring information on the provenance of
the beef. Gundooee Organic Wagyu cites the businesses
they sell to (many of which on-sell to restaurants) as the
best marketing he can do.
Essentially, the more knowledgeable chefs are
regarding the beef they use, the more they feel
comfortable and excited about cooking with it, and
talking about it to their customers. And the more educated
and excited diners are about beef, the more they order a
specific brand of beef, and the more they appreciate it.

Disclaimer: Care is taken to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this publication. However MLA cannot accept
responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of the information or opinions contained in the publication. You should make your
own enquiries before making decisions concerning your interests.
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FOREQUARTER

Beef cheek H.A.M 6050

Usage
Slow cooking, braises, curing

Well-marbled piece of meat with good flavour and lots of connective
tissue that needs to be broken down, usually by slow cooking.
M. masseter

International names
볼살 Bbolsal (Korea), Hohoniku (Japan), Carne
Folgar (Brazil), Res Mejilla (Spain/Argentina), Joue
de Boeuf (France)
International dishes
Ragout (French braised beef cheeks), rendang
(Malaysian dry beef curry)

Neck chain H.A.M 2460
A long reasonably tough muscle separated out of the neck. M.longus
colli

Usage
Barbecue (slow cooked, charcoal), mince, slow
cooking, thinly sliced
International names
Rope Meat, 제비추리 Jaebichuri (Korea), Corbata
(Spain/Argentina)
International dishes
Gogigui (Korean barbecue)

Neck (bone-in) H.A.M 1630

Usage
Slow cooking, braising, stewing, soups

The neck’s flavoursome meat cooks in a similar manner to oxtail, with
a lot of connective tissue to enrich the liquid in braises, but is less
fatty.

International names
Mokshim (Korea), Nekku (Japan), Pescoço (Brazil),
Cogote (Argentina), Collier (France)
International dishes
Southern-style neck bones (American vinaigred and
slow-cooked beef neck bones)

Chuck crest H.A.M 2278
Only from Zebu (Bos indicus) cattle, the hump is marbled, has plenty
of connective tissue and has a distinctive flavour. The muscular fibres
require slow cooking to tenderise. M. rhomboideus

Usage
Slow cooking, barbecue (slow cooked, charcoal),
wet roasting, braising, thinly sliced
International names
Hump (International), Cupim (Brazil), Joroba (Spain/
Argentina)
International dishes
Cupim caseiro (Brazilian home-style marinated and
roasted chuck crest)

Chuck H.A.M 2260
Consisting of parts of the neck, shoulder and upper foreshank, beef
chuck is generally a tough cut of meat with a good deal of connective
tissue and around 20 or more muscles. Generally, cubed, rolled or
bone-in chuck is used for braising/stewing or making minced beef
(especially the pieces with good fat content).

Usage
Braising, stewing, mincing, slow-cooking (thin
sliced), barbecuing (slow cooked, charcoal)
International names
Ueoggaesal 어깨살(대분할) (Korea), Rosu (can refer
to chuck or loin – Japan), Acém (Brazil), Cogotes/
Aguja (Argentina), Épaule/Surlonge (France)
International dishes
Nikujaga (Japanese beef and potato stew), beouf
Bourginon (French beef in red wine stew), Bistec
Encebollado (Nicaraguan steak with onions), Kibbeh
(Lebanese meatball with onion and burghul or rice)
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Chuck roll H.A.M 2275
The chuck roll is a relatively tender cut from the forequarter, although
lean and requires moist heat. The chuck roll is extremely popular
thinly sliced in Korean dishes. The cut can be divided into the chuck
eye roll, the chuck eye log and the chuck underblade. The aguja cut is
made up of the chuck eye roll and underblade roast. Chuck rolled rib
can also be derived from the chuck roll.
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Usage
Braising, mincing, stuffing and roasting, shabu
shabu, barbecuing (slow cooked, charcoal, gas),
thinly sliced
International names
Moksim (upper part of chuck roll – Korea), Acém
(Brazil), Aguja (Spain/Argentina), Bassets Côtes
(France)
International dishes
Yukhoe (Korean beef tartare), bulgogi (Korean
marinated and barbecued beef), pot roasted chuck
roll, Pelmeni (Russian minced beef wrapped in
dough)

Chuck eye log H.A.M 2264
The chuck eye log is reasonably tender and very flavoursome. Often
cut into chuck eye steaks it is the same muscle as runs through the
cube roll, but larger in the chuck piece. The Delmonico strip may refer
to a steak taken at any point on the predominent muscle (longissimus
dorsi) including from the chuck, the ribs or the rump area. (M.
longissimus dorsi)

Chuck tender H.A.M 2310
The entire supraspinatus muscle, the chuck tender is surrounded by
connective tissue membrane that requires trimming, has short, dense
fibres and excellent flavour. The cut is often butterflied and grilled
or cut into steaks or escalopes, braised or used to make sauces. Not
to be confused with teres major or longissimus dorsi which are also
sometimes called the shoulder or chuck tenders.

Usage
Pan-frying, roasting, barbecuing (charcoal, gas),
mincing, braising, yakinku, karubi
International names
Chuck Fillet, Delmonico Strip, 알목심 Almokshim
(chuck eye roll – Korea)
International dishes
Gyudon (Japanese beef and rice), Delmonico steak
with Guinness sauce (American)

Usage
Braising, barbecuing (charcoal, gas), roasting, panfrying
International names
Mock Tender, Chuck Fillet, Chuck Filet, Scotch
Tender, Beauty Steak, Fish Steak, Jew’s Fillet,
꾸리살(전각살) Ggurisal/Jeongaksal (Korea),
Togarishi (Japan), Peixinho (Brazil), Chingolo/
Palomita (Argentina/Spain), Jumeau (France), (M.
supraspinatus)
International dishes
Chuck tender medallions, Yakiniku (Japanese
barbecue), Ukrainian beef shashlyk, Japanese stir-fry
or BBQ

Blade undercut H.A.M 2304

Usage
Pan-frying, barbecuing (charcoal, gas), thin slicing

Not to be confused with the tough outside chuck (M. trapezius) cut,
subscapularis is one of the most tender bovine muscles and comes
from the underside of the shoulder blade. Treat like hanger or skirt
steak.

International names
Salchisal (Korea), Capa de Paleta (includes other
underblade muscles - Brazil), (M. subscapularis)
International dishes
Blade undercut steak
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Shoulder tender H.A.M 2306
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Usage
Pan-frying

The entire teres major muscle, the petite tender is smaller and
more tender than the chuck tender and is often cut into small neat
medallions to serve. It lies under the oyster blade and requires some
butchery skill to remove.

International names
Petit Tender (US), Bistro Fillet, Rat (US), (M. teres
major)
International dishes
Petite tender medallions

Chuck short ribs H.A.M 1631
A meaty portion of the rib cage with or without rib bones. The cut
is moderately tender, flavourful and well marbled (in beef with a
propensity for marbling). Boneless, the chuck short ribs make the
Japanese zabuton cut, named because of its resemblance to the flat
Japanese cushions used for sitting. M.serratus venralis

Usage
Pan-frying, thinly sliced, barbecuing, slow-cooking,
shabu shabu
International names
Chuck Flap (boneless), Denver Steaks (boneless),
Chuck Underblade, 목갈비 Mokgalbi (Korea),
갈비본살 Galbi Bonsal (boneless – Korea), Zabuton
(boneless – Japan), Kata Bara (Japan)
International dishes
Yakiniku (Japanese barbecue), shabu shabu
(Japanese poached beef), Asado (Chilean BBQ ribs)

Chuck rib meat H.A.M 1696

Usage
Thinly sliced, barbecue.

Taken from the chuck short rib, this Japanese cut comes from the
muscle that lies over ribs two to five. The name ‘sankuku’ comes from
the cut’s triangular shape and ‘karubi’ refers to the ribs. This cut is
considered a choice rib-meat cut for yakiniku and gogigui (Japanese
and Korean barbecue) and is boneless.

Short ribs H.A.M 1694
Prepared from the forequarter after removal of the brisket, short ribs
can be cut in a number of ways, they come from the area of the ribs
between the brisket and the spencer roll. When cut into long slabs
with bone sections about 12 to 20cm in length, they are referred to as
‘English cut’. When sliced across the bones so that each slice receives
four to five short sections of bone, they are known as ‘flanken style’.

International names
Sankuku Karubi (Japan), (M. serratus ventralis) Also
in Korea and China – BBQ slice and BBQ yakiniku
International dishes
Yakiniku (Japanese barbecue), gogigui (Korean
barbecue)
Usage
Barbecued (slow-cooked, charcoal), braised, slow
cooked, soup, thinly sliced. In Korea “LA Kalbi” cut
ribs are thin slices of meat across the bones. The
meat around the ribs in this cut varies in taste and
texture. In Korea, the short ribs section is divided
into 8 detailed cuts that are specified in restaurants.
International names
Jacob’s Ladder (when cut across the bones), Kalbi/
Galbi (Korea), Kkotkalbi (ribs 6 to 8 – Korea), Hone
Tsuki Karubi (on the bone – Japan), Karubi (boneless
– Japan), O Toro Karubu/Jo Harami (boneless cut
with most marbling – Japan), Costela (Brazil), Asado
de Tira (Argentina), Plat-Of-Côtes (France) Also in
China
International dishes
Galbi jim (Korean braised short ribs), adobo (Filipino
braised short ribs) Costela (Brazilian short ribs
cooked on the BBQ), Asado (Chilean BBQ ribs)
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Back ribs H.A.M 1697
With thinner bones than short rib and plenty of cartilage amongst the
fat back ribs are usually slow-cooked until tender. ‘Baby’ back ribs
usually refers to the small size of the ribs as opposed to youth of the
animal the ribs came from.
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Usage
Slow cooking, barbecuing (slow cooked, charcoal),
roasting, braises, soup
International names
Baby Back Ribs (US), 등갈비 Deung(cham) Kalbi/
Galbi (Korea), Costela Minga/Ponta de Agulha
(Brazil), Tapa de Bife (Argentina), Flanchet (France)
International dishes
Barbecued baby back ribs (American marinated and
barbecued ribs)

Intercostals H.A.M 2430
Well-marbled with some connective tissue, the intercostals are best
suited for slow cooking to allow them to tenderise.

Usage
Slow cooking, braising, soups, wet cook – cubes,
dice, fingers, barbecue (slow-cooked)
International names
Rib Fingers (US), Bananinha do Contrafilé (Brazil),
Coupe Spéciale du Faux-filet (France)
International dishes
Marinated and slow-barbecued intercostals,
Taiwanese beef noodle soup

Blade H.A.M 2300
With differing texture with a degree of sinew and connective tissue,
blade meat is sometimes tough and requires slow cooking or fine
slicing. The cut encompasses the infraspinatus muscle and steaks that
are cross cut from this muscle may be called top blade steaks, oyster
blade steaks or patio steaks, with a distinctive ribbon of fascia running
through the centre.

Usage
Barbecue (slow-cooked, charcoal, gas), braising,
slow cooking, fine slicing, mincing
International names
Blade Steak, Book Steak, Top Blade, Shoulder Steak,
Shoulder Clod Steak, Oyster Blade, London Broil,
부채살 Buchaesal (Korea), Misuji (Japan), Capa de
Filé/Racquete (Brazil)
International dishes
Braised blade steak, Venezualan empanadas (beef
stuffed in pastry and cooked in water with bay
leaves), Nikujaga (Japanese thinly sliced or minced)
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Oyster blade steak DERIVED FROM H.A.M 2303
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Usage
Pan-frying, barbecue, thinly sliced

One of the most tender of all bovine muscles infraspinatus is also
flavoursome. Only a small amount of this cut comes from each
carcase so the cut is in high demand. Top blade steaks/oyster blade
steaks usually include the fascia running through the middle of
each steak whilst to produce a flat iron or feather steak the whole
infraspinatus muscle is first taken off the central piece of fascia in two
large pieces, before being cut into steaks. M. infraspinatus

International names
Flat Iron Steak (US), Top Blade Steak, Butler’s
Steak, Feather Blade, Oyster Blade, Chicken Steak,
Maboroshi no Misuji (Japan),부채살Oyster Blade
(Korea) Racquete, (Brazil), Marucha (Argentina),
Raquette (France),China – mini steaks, shabu shabu
in hotpot
International dishes
Oyster blade steak, Chinese/Taiwanese beef soup
and hotpot (cooked quickly in steaming broth)

Standing rib roast H.A.M 1601

Usage
Roasting

The quintessential beef roast cut of three to seven ribs, the standing
rib roast is flavoursome and tender with good fat ribboning. The cut
‘baron of beef’ can be almost any length of rib to rump longissimus
dorsi on the bone, including being the double striploin and rump area
of a full carcase, employed as centre-piece for large buffet carveries.
Rib eye cutlets may be cut from this piece and are particularly suited
to cooking and slicing off the bone for two or more people.

International names
Ribs Prepared, OP ribs - chine and feather bones
removed, cap off and frenched, Prime Rib (US),
Forerib Roast, Wing Rib Roast, Baron of Beef, Fore
Ribs, Kotdeunshim (Korea), Bife Ancho con Hueso
4 Costillas (Argentina), (M. trapezius thoracis, M.
latissimus dorsi, M. longissimus dorsi, M. spinalis
dorsi)
International dishes
Standing rib roast

Spencer roll H.A.M 2233
This cut is similar to a standing rib roast, minus the bones and with the
rib ends removed.

Usage
Roasting, barbecuing (slow-cooked, charcoal),
stuffing
International names
Deungsim (also includes sirloin – Korea), Bife Ancho
con Tapa (Argentina)
International dishes
Asado (Argentinian slow-cooked barbecue)

Cube roll/rib-eye roll H.A.M 2244
Considered one of the prime cuts the cube roll is cut off the ribs. Both
a flavoursome and also tender cut of beef with short fibres and some
internal ribbons of fat, suited to dry heat cooking. M. longissimus dorsi,
M. multifidi dorsi, M. spinalis dorsi, M. iliocostalis

Usage
Roasting, barbecuing (slow-cooked, charcoal, gas),
grilling, pan-frying
International names
Rib-Eye, Scotch Fillet, Delmonico Strip, 갈비심
Galbishim (Korea), M Rosu (Japan), リブロース
Rib Rose (Japan), Bife Ancho sin Tapa (Argentina),
Entrecôte Noix (France), Filé de Costela (Brazil)
International dishes
Rib-eye steak, Entrecôte béarnaise (French cube
roll with béarnaise sauce), hot-smoked cube roll
(American barbecue), tagliata (Italian sliced rare beef
with parmesan and rocket), sukiyaki (poached thin
sliced beef in soy), Jamaican roast beef marinated in
soy sauce, tomato sauce and various spices
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Rib-eye cap H.A.M 2470
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Usage
Pan-fried, barbecued, stuffed and roasted

This flat cut is highly marbled, tender and very flavoursome. The
prized muscle in the cut, the spinalis, is often referred to as the
‘butter of the cow’. Note that ‘rib cap’ may also include the M.
trapezius muscle which is not as tender, and leaner. M.spinalis dorsi,
M.multifidus dorsi

International names
Rib Cap, Rib-Eye Spinalis, Spinalis, Capa de
Filé (Brazil), Tapa de Bife Ancho/Tapa de Asado
(Uruguay/Argentina), Noix de Entrecôte (France)
International dishes
Kimbap (Korean sushi), steak

Brisket H.A.M 2323
With long, thick muscle fibres brisket requires long, slow, moist
cooking to tenderise. From the brisket, point end (brisket point),
brisket navel end short plate (plate) are cut. What is included as brisket
varies between countries, for example Australian brisket includes the
American short plate section. M. pectoralis profundi, M. pectoralis
superficialis, M. rectus thoracis

Usage
Soups, corning (salting), braising, pot roasting,
barbecue, hot pot / shabu shabu
International names
Yangjimeori/Yangji (Korea), 차돌백이 Chadolbaekie
(deckle off – Korea), Chadolbaegi (point end –
Korea), かたばら Kata Bara (point end – Japan), ともば
ら Tomobara (navel end brisket - Japan), Peito (point
end - Brazil), Ponta do Peito (navel end – Brazil),
Suadero (Mexico), Pecho (Argentina), Poitrine
(France)
International dishes
Changorim (Korean spicy soy braised beef), Chinese/
Taiwanese beef soup and hot pot (cooked quickly
in steaming broth), Besbarmak (Kazakhstani slow
cooked beef with noodles)

Short plate H.A.M 2346
The short plate cut can include the short ribs and the skirt steak. It
contains a lot of cartilage and flavour.

Usage
Braising, barbecue (charcoal, gas), thinly sliced,
soups
International names
Plate, Tomo Bara (Japan), Harami (boneless short
plate meat – Japan)
International dishes
Yakiniku (Japanese barbecue), Hot pot (Chinese)

Flank H.A.M 2210

Usage
Slow cooking, braising, soup

A piece of meat between the 7th and 10th rib constituting of pectoral
and abdominal muscles. Can be cut from brisket. M.cutaneous trunci

International names
Matambre (Spain/Argentina), Rose, Bavette (French)
International dishes
Pho (Vietnamese beef noodle soup), London Broil
(US thin flank steak), Carne de Asada (thinly sliced
grilled beed South American style)
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Usage
Braising, slow cooking, soups

The beef shank is the leg of the animal, and is extremely tough and
full of connective tissues that when slow cooked enrich the cooking
liquid with collagen. The bones in the shanks are often called marrow
bones and are used roasted cut across the bone to collect the marrow,
or to enrich sauces and braises. In the front shin the muscle biceps
brachii in the inside of the ‘elbow’ joint is considered one of the top
ten or so most tender muscles in the beast, and can be cut out and
used separately to the otherwise tough shin muscles. In Korea this is a
highly prized cut called arongsatae.

International names
Shin, Marrowbone, Nap, Hough, Foreshin (front),
Hindshank (back), 사태 Sahtae (Korea), 앞사태
Apsatae (fore shank – Korea), 뼈사태 Bbyeosatae
(bone-in foreshank – Korea), 뒷사태 Duitsatae
(hind shank - Korea), Arongsatae (biceps brachii –
Korea), Mae Zune/Tomo Zune (Japan), Suji Niku
(boneless, including meat, fat and tendons – Japan),
Múscolo do Dianteiro (Brazil), Brazuelo (boneless
– Argentina), Gárron/Brazuelo con Hueso/Osobuco
(bone in – Argentina), Osso Bucco/Geretto Anteriore
(Italy)
International dishes
Nihari (Pakistani beef curry), red-cooked beef shin
(Chinese slow-cooked beef in soy), peposo noturno
(Italian red wine braised beef shank), changjorim
(Korean spicy braised beef shank) Jiangniurou, a
Chinese cold dish made with the full shin/shank and
marinated in Chinese ingredients and soy sauce,
then sliced and served cold, beef noodle soup
(Taiwanese beef soup)

HINDQUARTER
Rump H.A.M 2090
A moderately tender (though muscles vary in tenderness significantly)
and medium-fine grained cut of beef with lean flesh and good beefy
flavour. The term ‘round’ is not interchangeable with ‘rump’ in
Australia, New Zealand, Britain and South Africa, where the rump and
the round are different (the round refers to the knuckle). The whole
rump may be divided into separate muscles or cut into rump steak,
which is a cross section of many different muscles. M. biceps femoris,
M. cutaneus trunci, M. gluteus accessorius, M.gluteus medius

Rostbiff H.A.M 2110

Usage
Roasting, barbecue (slow cooked, charcoal, gas),
raw preparation, thinly sliced, slow cooking
International names
Top Sirloin Butt, Round (US/Canada), 보섭살
Bosupsal (Korea), Ranpu (Japan), Nakaniku (Japan),
Ranichi (Japan), Alcatra Completa (whole rump –
Brazil), Cuadril (Argentina)
International dishes
Rump steak, Crying tiger (Thai beef salad), mechado
(Filipino marinated beef stew), hiyashi (Japanese
beef and mushroom stew)

Usage
Roasting, pan-frying, barbecue (slow cooked)

This cut is prepared from the whole rump by removing the rump cap
and the external fat. The rostbiff is made up of three major muscles,
including the eye of rump, centre of the rump and the rump flap that
is located on the bottom. Beef rostbiff is best cooked to rare due to
the low fat content. The cut rostbiff may included the group of three
muscles, or just the eye of rump.

International names
(M. gluteus medius, M. gluteus profundus, M. gluteus
accessories)
International dishes
Rare roasted beef, pot-roasted beef, pulled spiced
beef (Texan slow-cooked barbecued beef)
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Eye of rump H.A.M 2093
A short, lean muscle cut from the rump primal, with the grain running
lengthways. Is often cut into small neat medallions. The cut is tender
but lean so should not be cooked beyond medium-rare for best results.
M. gluteus medius
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Usage
Pan-frying, barbecue (charcoal, gas), roasting, raw
preparations, stir-frying
International names
Rost Biff, Shikinbo (Japan), Coração da Alcatra
(Brazil), Corazón de Cuadril (Argentina, Uruguay),
Noix de Rumstek (France)
International dishes
Rare roasted eye of rump

Rump cap H.A.M 2091
The least tender of the rump muscles, rump cap is best cooked to rare,
slow-cooked or cut for schnitzel or other very fast cooking steaks.

Usage
Thin slicing, barbecue (slow cooked, charcoal), panfrying, slow cooking, stir-frying
International names
Top Sirloin, Ichibo (Japan), Pichanha (Brazil),
Aiguillette Rosbif de Croupe (France)
International dishes
Churrasco pichanha (Brazilian barbecued rump
cap), stroganoff (Russian creamy finely sliced beef),
rare roasted beef

Tri-tip H.A.M 2131
The tri-tip is from the pointed, thin end of the rump primal where it
joins the sirloin. It is flavoursome but also tender. A steak cut from the
tri-tip is sometimes called a point steak. M. tensor fascia latae

Usage
Roasting, pan-frying, barbecue (charcoal, gas),
stir-frying
International names
Rump Tail, Sirloin Fillet, Santa Maria Steak,
Newport Steak (US - specifically New York)), 삼각살
Samgaksal (Korea), Tomo Sankaku (Japan), Maminha
(Brazil), Punta de Anca/Punta de Solomo/Colita
de Cuadril (Argentina/Chile/Uruguay), Aguillote
Baronne (France)
International dishes
Churrasco (Brazilian BBQ using skewed tri-tip),
Barbecued Santa Maria tri-tip (American marinated
and charcoal barbecued tri-tip), yakiniku (Japanese
barbecue)
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Knuckle H.A.M 2070
The muscles in the knuckle vary in degrees of toughness and can be
separated and used differently to one another. The vastus medialis is
actually reasonably tender and can be cut as a steak. Steaks cut from
this area should be cooked over high heat very quickly and never
beyond medium-rare, to compensate for the lean-quality and only
moderate tenderness of the meat. Knuckle meat is very well-flavoured
and reasonably juicy, making it a popular choice for Korean and
Japanese barbecue. The Korean cut dogani is cut from the knuckle to
include bone and plenty of tendon and cartilage and is used for soup
and braises. M. rectus femoris, M. vastus lateralis, M. vastus medialis,
M. vastus intermedius

Silverside H.A.M 2020
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Usage
Braising, soup, thinly sliced, barbecue (slow cooked,
charcoal), stews
International names
Round, Thick Flank (USA), Knuckle Medallion,
Round Steak, Outside Round, London Broil, Sirloin
Tip, Peeled Knuckle, Dogani (on the bone – Korea),
설깃 Seolgit (Korea), 설도하(도가니살) Seoldoha
(Korea), Maru (Japan), Shin Tama (peeled knuckle –
Japan), Patinho (Brazil), Bola de Lomo (Argentina),
Tranche Grassed u Jarret (France)
International dishes
Sauerbraten (German marinated beef steak), shabu
shabu, table-poached thin sliced beef (Japan),
dogani tang (Korean beef knuckle soup), Satay
(Malaysian beef skewers in peanut sauce)

Usage
Corning, roasting, barbecue, slow cooking, Asia
– thin slices, shreds, strips and hotpot/wet cook
(fingers, thick slices)

This very lean cut of muscle is generally kept capped with fat for
flavour and moisture as it easily dries out. M. biceps femoris,
M. semitendinosus

International names
Outside of Beef, Outside Flat of Beef (silverside with
heel muscle removed), Gooseneck Round, Bottom
Round (USA), うちもも Uchimomo (Japan), そともも
Sotomomo (Japan), Coxão Duro (Brazil), Caudrada
con Peceto (Argentina), Nalga de afuera con
Tortuguita (Uruguay), Gîte (France)
International dishes
Corned silverside, Shashlik (Russian marinated beef
skewers), Carne de Panela (Brazilian stew)

Topside H.A.M 2000
The large muscles in the topside cut are lean and reasonably tough.
However, the pectineus and sartorius (called the ‘komomo’ section of
this cut in Japan) are very to moderately tender and can be separated
from the larger muscles and served as single steaks, pan-fried.
Otherwise, topside steaks need to be quickly cooked to nothing
beyond medium rare, or other applications for this cut found such as
pot-roasting or roasting to rare covering the meat in a layer of fat will
be beneficial here. M. adductor femoris, M. gracilis, M. pectineus, M.
sartorius, M. semimembranosus

Usage
Slow cooking, thinly sliced, pan-frying, barbecue
(charcoal, gas), roasting
International names
Beef Inside, Topside Corner, Sirloin (US/Canada),
Round, Top Round, Maru/Uchi Momo (Japan), Coxã
Mole (Brazil), Nalda (Argentina), Tende de Tranche
(France)
International dishes
Stir-fried beef in black pepper, pot-roasted topside,
pastrami (brined, spiced and smoked beef), potroasted beef, ragu alla Napolitana (Neapolitan beef
pasta sauce), Rendang (Malaysian slow cooked beef
curry)
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Usage
Raw preparations, thinly sliced

Although considered to be a tougher cut, eye of round is considered a
prime cut in Japanese barbecue as it has good flavour. Often used for
carpaccio because of its neat round shape and leanness the cut comes
from the silverside (Australia), rather than what would be considered
the round in Australia and New Zealand.

International names
홍두깨살 Hongduggaesal (Korea), Nakaniku (Japan),
Lagarto (Brazil), Peceto (Argentina), Rond de Gîte
(France) (M. semitendinosus), Girella (Italy)
International dishes
Carpaccio (Italian dressed raw shaved beef),
Jangiorim (Korean beef mixed with eggs in Jangiorim
sauce), Yookpoo (Korean beef jerky)

Knuckle/thick flank H.A.M 2060

Usage
Slow cooking, thinly sliced

This is a primal cut made up of many large muscles between the
rump and the shank (in Australia and the UK). This lean reasonably
tough primal is used for thinly cut, quickly cooking steaks or strips, or
braising hotpot.

International names
らんいち Ranichi (full rump - Japan), Coxão (Brazil),
Nalga (Argentina)
International dishes
Jerky (American marinated and dried beef)

Thick skirt H.A.M 2180

Usage
Pan-frying, barbecue, thinly sliced

This is a large, sausage-shaped strip from the centre of the animal,
running next to the diaphragm. Almost fillet-like in shape, it has
dark red meat rope-like texture and great depth of flavour. It is often
butterflied to make it flatter. Can develop game/offal-like flavours as
this piece of the carcase is reasonably exposed so ages more quickly
than other cuts. Diaphragma medialis

International names
Onglet(France), Thick Skirt, Hanging Tender, Hanger/
Hangar Steak, Butcher’s Steak, 토시살 Toshisal
(Korea), Lombinho (Brazil), Arrachera (Mexico),
Centro de Entraña (Argentina)
International dishes
Onglet eschalot (French thick skirt steak with chips
and shallot sauce)

Flank H.A.M 2210
Several cuts may be called flank steak. From the rectus abdominis
(flank steak), obliquus internus abdominis (internal flank plate), and
obliquus externus abdominis (external flank plate), which is why flank
steak can look different from one another. Flank steak comes from
closer to the belly than the skirt, and is in general leaner and thicker.
Often sliced against the grain to serve as steak it should not be cooked
beyond medium when cooked in this way, as the lean meat will
toughen, however the loose texture takes well to marinating and it is
very good for braising.

Usage
Pan-frying, braising, stewing, slow cooking,
barbecue
International names
Plate Steak, Flap Meat, Tomo Bara/Furanku
(Japan), Kai No Mi (boneless flap meat – Japan),
Bife do Vazio (Brazil), Vacío (may also include
other muscles from nearby cuts – Argentina),
Falda (Argentina), Matambre (Argentina), Suadero
(Mexico), Bavette de Flanchet (rectus abdominis
- France), Bavette d’Aloyau (obliquus internus
abdominis - France)
International dishes
Gan bian nui rou si (Sichuan dry fried beef)
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Usage
Pan-frying, braising, barbecue (charcoal, gas)

Skirt steak comes from around the diaphragm region, as opposed to
flank, which comes from around the belly. There are two different
cuts called skirt steak: M. transversus abdominis (inside skirt) and the
costal portion of diaphragma medialis (thin skirt, or outside skirt). Best
cooked very quickly and not beyond medium as skirt steak is thin,
however is also used for braising as in the Cuban dish ropa vieja.

International names
Fajita Meat (Mexico), Roumanian Strip (New York),
Flap Meat, Chimasal (Korea), 안창살 Anchangs
(Korea), Fraldinha (thin skirt - Brazil), Entraña
(Argentina), Hampe (outside skirt - France), La
Fausse Bavette (inside skirt – France), M. transversus
abdominis, M. diaphragma medialis
International dishes
Fajitas (Mexican beef wraps)

Striploin H.A.M 2140
The striploin region provides most of the premium cuts of beef in
Western countries. In the US and Canada the cut is distinguished
between the short loin and sirloin, with the short loin next to the rib
section and the sirloin next to the round/rump section. Generally the
section of striploin closer to the rump of the animal is not considered
the premium section and contains a sinew parallel to the fat for six
to seven centimeters towards the rump. The meat is reasonably lean
however can marble well in beasts with a propensity for such, and
has an outer fat layer usually retained to protect the meat and provide
basting. The meat is tender but should not be cooked past medium.
The name ‘sirloin’ is not called ‘Sir’ loin to suggest royal status
amongst steaks but was derived from the old French ‘surlonge’ which
means ‘above the loins ’.M. longissimus dorsi, M. iliocostalis, M. dorsal
spinales

Tenderloin H.A.M 2150

Usage
Roasting, pan-frying, barbecue, grilling, thinly
sliced, yakiniku
International names
Strip Loin, Sirloin, T-Bone (bone in), Strip Steak
(bone in or boneless), Porterhouse (bone in), New
York Strip/Steak/Cut (boneless), Kansas City Strip
(bone in), Top Loin, 채끝(채끝등심) Chaeguet
(Korea), 설도상 サーロイン sirloin (Japan), Contrafilé
(Brazil), Bife de Chorizo/Bife Angosto (Argentina),
Contre-Filet/Faux Fillet (France)
International dishes
Striploin steak, Karubi (Korean grilled beef), Bife
(Brazilian deep fried beef)

Usage
Raw, pan-frying, roasting, barbecue (charcoal, gas)

Very lean and almost without any sinew, tenderloin is a choice cut
not only for steaks or roasting but is also ideal for raw preparations. A
single muscle, the tenderloin doesn’t do much work in the cow and as
a result it is very tender. Situated right next to the sirloin the tenderloin
when cut with the sirloin on the bone produces a T-bone steak. The
tenderloin from the rump direction cut without the bone is called a
chateaubriand steak (or butt tenderloin), which is the thickest part of
the tenderloin and usually intended to be prepared for two people
at a meal. Filets mignon steaks are cut from the pointier-end of the
tenderloin.

T-Bone
Both sirloin and tenderloin are cut together with the bone to form a
T-bone steak. The tenderloin gets thicker nearer to the rump end of
the cow and a T-bone steak cut from this region is sometimes called
a Porterhouse steak. Thickly cut T-bone steaks are often sliced off the
bone to serve two or more people.

International names
Fillet, 안심 Anshim Gui (Korea), ヒレ Hire (Japan),
Filé Mignon (Brazil), Lomo (Argentina), Solomillo
(Spain), Ossenhaas (Netherlands), Filet (France),
Chateaubriand (France), Filet mignon (France),
M. psoas major
International dishes
Chateaubriand (pan-fried and roasted tenderloin for
two people), El Chirito (Urguayan thinly sliced beef
made into sandwich)
Usage
Roasting, barbecue (charcoal, gas), pan-frying,
grilling
International names
Porterhouse, Bife de Costilla (Argentina)
International dishes
T-bone steak, Bistecca alla Fiorentina (Italian
charcoal-grilled thick-cut T-bone for two people)
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Usage
Pan-frying, barbecue (charcoal, gas)

There are only two small (150 to 500gram) steaks on each beast
around the hip sockets. Popular in France but otherwise little known,
the cut is reasonably tender and flavoursome and not to be confused
with la fausse araignée steak cut from the topside along with le poire
and le merlan. A thinly sliced steak from the rump/round may also be
referred to as a Pope’s eye steak but is not to be confused. M. obturator
internus

Shank H.A.M 1683 - Hindquarter

International names
Popeseye, Spider’s Steak, Araignée Bifteck (France)
International dishes
Araignée bifteck (French pan-fried pope’s eye steak),
Pelmeni (Russion beef minced and wrapped in
dough)

Usage
Braising, slow cooking, soups

The beef shank is the leg of the animal, and is extremely tough and
full of connective tissues that when slow cooked enrich the cooking
liquid with collagen. The bones in the shanks are often called marrow
bones and are used roasted cut across the bone to collect the marrow,
or to enrich sauces and braises. In the front shin the muscle biceps
brachii in the inside of the ‘elbow’ joint is considered one of the top
ten or so most tender muscles in the beast, and can be cut out and
used separately to the otherwise tough shin muscles. In Korea this is a
highly prized cut called arongsatae.

International names
Shin, Marrowbone, Nap, Hough, Foreshin (front),
Hindshank (back), 사태 Sahtae (Korea), 앞사태
Apsatae (fore shank – Korea), 뼈사태 Bbyeosatae
(bone-in foreshank – Korea), 뒷사태 Duitsatae
(hind shank - Korea), Arongsatae (biceps brachii –
Korea), Mae Zune/Tomo Zune (Japan), Suji Niku
(boneless, including meat, fat and tendons – Japan),
Múscolo do Dianteiro (Brazil), Brazuelo (boneless
– Argentina), Gárron/Brazuelo con Hueso/Osobuco
(bone in – Argentina), Osso Bucco/Geretto Anteriore
(Italy)
International dishes
Nihari (Pakistani beef curry), red-cooked beef shin
(Chinese slow-cooked beef in soy), peposo noturno
(Italian red wine braised beef shank), changjorim
(Korean spicy braised beef shank) Jiangniurou, a
Chinese cold dish made with the full shin/shank and
marinated in Chinese ingredients and soy sauce,
then sliced and served cold, beef noodle soup
(Taiwanese beef soup)
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Offal cut

Usage

Popular dishes

Liver H.A.M 6080

Pan-frying, slow-cooking,
roasting

Chao gan (Cantonese stir-fried liver), liver and onions

Tendon H.A.M 6200

Slow-cooking, soups

Kal bi tang (Korean tendon and beef bone soup),
nikujaga (Japanese beef tendon stew)

Tongue H.A.M 6010

Slow-cooking, barbecue
(slow-cooked, charcoal),
brining

Ping lin (Lao marinated and barbecued ox tongue)

Tripe H.A.M 6150 (scalded),
H.A.M 6152 (honeycomb)

Slow-cooking, soups

Insalata di trippa (Forentine cold blanket tripe salad),
gomtang Korean beef tripe and brisket soup)

Heart H.A.M 6100

Slow-cooking, barbecue
(charcoal, gas), panfrying

Anticuchos (Peruvian marinated heart kebabs)

Brain H.A.M 6120

Poaching, pan-frying,
deep-frying

Gulai otak (Indonesian brain and coconut curry),
crumbed brain fritters

Cheeks H.A.M 6050
(Papillae on) H.A.M 6060
(Papillae off)

Slow-cooking

Braised beef cheek in sherry, beef cheek ravioli

Intestines H.A.M 6496
(small intestine) H.A.M 6497
(large intestine)

Slow-cooking, soups

Pepena (Mexican spicy instestine soup)

Testes H.A.M 6180

Poaching, pan-frying,
deep-frying

Rocky Mountain oysters (American crumbed or floured
fried testicles)

Lung H.A.M 6210

Charcuterie, pan-frying,
deep-frying

Paru (Javanese turmeric and flour coated lung, deepfried)

Sweetbreads
(Thymus Gland) H.A.M 6110

Poaching, pan-frying

Sauteed veal sweetbreads

Head H.A.M 6240

Slow-cooking, roasting

Tête de veau (French slow-poached head of veal)

Marrow

Slow-cooking, roasting,
finishing sauces

Roasted bone marrow with parsley, Bordelaise sauce
(French red wine and marrow sauce)

Palate

Slow-cooking

Chartreause with beef palates (mould of palates and
root vegetables)
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Disclaimer: Care is taken to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this publication. However MLA cannot accept
responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of the information or opinions contained in the publication. You should make your
own enquiries before making decisions concerning your interests.
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Storing beef

Seasoning

FSANZ (Food Safety Australia & New Zealand) sets out
in standard 3.2.2 in Food Safety Practices and General
Requirements the specific requirements for keeping
potentially hazardous food (which includes raw and
cooked meat), at specified temperatures and for cooling
and reheating. Food businesses must comply with these
requirements unless they can show that they have a safe
alternative system in place to ensure that food stays safe
to eat. Generally, raw and cooked meat that is under
refrigeration must be stored below 5ºC, and meat that is
cooked should be held and / or served at temperatures
above 60ºC, unless the restaurant can show they employ
a system for ensuring the safety of the meat served –
which is relevant to kitchens serving carpaccio at room
temperature, for instance, or even rare steak (where
the core temperature has not ri sen above 40ºC, for
example). Check www.foodstandards.gov.au for the most
up to date information.

Technically, seasoning simply means applying salt to
the meat, not pepper as well, however seasoning with
both salt and ground black or white pepper is common.

Defrosting

Marinating

Ideally, defrost meat overnight (or longer in the case of
very large pieces of meat) in the refrigerator.

Marinating meat is principally for imparting flavour.
Best results occur with marinating overnight for
maximum penetration however, the marinade will only
ever penetrate 1-2mm into the flesh (open textured
meat such as skirt steak will conduct marinade through
the meat better, however than tightly textured round
(knuckle) steak), which means marinating does not
tenderise beef. Some enzymes, such as those found in
papaya and pineapple, break down protein, which can
tenderise the beef but at the same time turns it mushy
where it penetrates, eventually liquefying the meat if
given sufficient time and quantity. Strongly aromatic
herbs, spices and liquids are the most effective at
imparting flavour into beef, such as garlic, rosemary,
thyme, cinnamon and vinegar or wine. Strongly acidic
marinades may also dry out the exterior of the meat,
partially cooking it. Before cooking marinated beef on
the barbecue, or in a pan or grill, remove it from the
marinade and pat dry with paper towelling so that it does
not stew in the liquid instead of sear. To baste the beef
while cooking, brush on rather than pour over (again to
avoid stewing the meat at the surface of cooking).

When defrosting in the microwave, remove meat
from its juices and packaging, and recover, to avoid the
exterior of the meat stewing in the heating juices.
Remove defrosted minced beef from the edges of
the piece of frozen minced beef as it defrosts in the
microwave, to avoid cooking some of the meat. Meat
defrosted in this manner is best done in small pieces, and
should be cooked immediately and not refrozen.

Salt both flavours and enhances the flavour of beef,
and draws moisture to the surface of the piece. For
this reason some chefs prefer to salt or season meat,
particularly steak, after cooking with the view to
preserving as much moisture in the meat as possible.
Conversely, salting immediately before cooking promotes
the development of a pleasing crust on the meat’s surface
and gives more even salted flavour to the meat. Similarly,
salting meat in advance, at around one day before
cooking allows for the moisture that has been drawn
out of the meat by the salt, to be reabsorbed and a good
seared crust to form on the meat. Salting the meat and
leaving for 5 minutes to 40 minutes sees the development
of moisture on the surface of the meat, which prevents
good searing when laid in the pan or on the grill.
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Tenderising
Physically damaging the muscle fibres of tough beef
tenderises it, by pounding, cutting or mincing. A meat
mallet, whether smooth like a rolling pin, or with rows of
pyramid shapes on the surface, acts to soften the tissues
by beating them apart. A blade tenderiser makes many
small cuts into the meat to sever the fibres. Enzymatic
tenderisers are protein digesting and come from plants
such as papaya (paw paw), pineapple, figs, kiwi and
ginger. The enzymes act slowly at low temperatures,
even room temperature, and much faster during cooking.
Enzymatic tenderisers penetrate meat only 1 or 2
millimetres per day resulting in a pulpy-textured surface
to the beef and an unaffected interior.

Searing
Beef is often cooked at a high temperature to promote
a browned, flavoursome crust (seared), before or after it
is cooked to required degree of doneness. This does not
lock in any juices, it simply promotes flavour through the
browning (the browned meat is scientifically called the
Maillard Reaction) and pleasing texture. There is some
evidence to show that searing after roasting to required
doneness retains more moisture in the piece of beef,
than searing beforehand. Searing meat after cooking is
employed particularly in sous-vide.
Searing can be done in a very hot oven, under a grill,
on a barbecue or char-grill plate, in a frying pan or with a
blow-torch. Blow-torching before cooking can be patchy,
and after cooking does not deliver the same crust that
can be achieved by other methods.

Degrees of doneness
To measure the internal temperature of the beef,
and therefore its degree of doneness insert a meat
thermometer into the centre of the thickest part of the
joint or steak, but not close to any bones. The meat’s core
temperature will rise during the resting period, after it
has been removed from the heat so this must be allowed
for. The thicker the steak, or the larger the piece of roast
the more this temperature will rise by. Allow for a 2ºC
rise in thinly cut steak and up to a 10ºC rise in very large
roasts on the bone over the resting period (one third of
the time the beef has taken to cook). Generally, steak and
roasts should be taken from heat at 3 to 6ºC under the
desired temperature to insure they are not overcooked.
Unevenly shaped pieces of beef will cook irregularly in
all but sous-vide techniques, and stuffed or rolled meats
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are usually cooked to at least medium to allow heat
penetration to the stuffing.
There are different temperatures given for degree of
doneness, than the ones given here (taken from Harold
McGee’s Food and Cooking). For example, the United
States of America Department of Agriculture guidelines
suggest that an internal temperature of 60ºC is rare meat,
and 75ºC is well done. For whole pieces of meat, such
as a steak, generally bacteria will only be present on the
surface of the meat, so it is only the surface that needs to
be heated above 63ºC to kill bacteria, and the internal
temperature is not relevant to this. Hamburger or minced
meat has many surfaces as a result of mincing the beef
which is why for safety they are recommended cooked to
well done. Optimum food and safety practices must be
undertaken where hamburgers will be served rare.

Resting
Meat is rested for at least one third of the time it has
cooked, in order to minimise loss of juices when sliced.
When the meat rests the juices cool, and viscosity
changes to thicken and prevent loss of juices when cut
into. Another theory is that the juices have a chance to
redistribute whereas during cooking they were forced
into the centre of the piece of meat. To rest meat, loosely
cover with foil and place in a warm area for required
time (around one third of time the beef has cooked for).

Roasting
(Also charcoal, wood-fired, electric/gas oven, spitroasting)
Spit-roasting
Large bulky cuts, including whole animals, can
be impaled on spikes and cooked, mechanically or
manually turned, over radiated heat. The meat is exposed
to the heat evenly and intermittently which means the
meat is crisped or browned on all exposed surfaces and
cooks relatively slowly and gently. Juices cling to the
surface of the meat with the rotation, coating the meat,
basting it and caramelising it. Time to cook meat in this
manner depends on the size and dimensions of the meat,
if it is a solid piece or hollow (for example, a whole butt
of beef), and the heat source (coals or a gas flame). A butt
of beef of around 20 kilograms will take around 8 hours
to cook on average.
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Degree of Doneness

Well done: 70ºC
Cook until steak feels ‘very firm’ with the back
of tongs

Medium-well done: 65ºC
Cook until steak feels ‘firm’ with the back of
tongs

Medium: 60ºC
Cook until steak feels ‘springy’ with the back of
tongs

Medium-rare: 55ºC
Cook until steak feels ‘soft’ with the back of
tongs

Rare: 50ºC
Cook until steak feels ‘very soft’ with the back of
tongs

Blue: 45ºC
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ChURRASCo de pICANhA
(South American-style spit-roasted tri-tip rump)

Serves: 2 to 4
– 1.5kg whole tri-tip beef
– 2 tsp coarse salt

Season the beef with salt, with particular attention to
the fat.
Light the barbecue with charcoal or wood. When the
charcoal or wood has burned down to ashery bricks it is
ready to cook on.
Thread the tri-tip onto a churrasco skewer with fat side
facing out to curve around the lean meat like a clenched
fist. Place the skewered meat around 45cm above the
coals with the fat facing the coals and leave for 5 minutes.
Turn the skewer so the fat faces up and cook for around
45 minutes, to rare or medium rare, then finish for 5
minutes with the fat side down, to caramelise.
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Electric/gas oven
Preheating the oven to the required temperature is
essential if the chef follows the high heat then low heat
method of roasting.
Tying the meat is helpful for boneless pieces of beef,
such as fillet, and beef that has been stuffed. Tying keeps
a neat shape which is easy to carve, or simply holds the
beef and its filling together. Using butchers’ string or
cotton twine, tie the meat at 4 centimetre intervals, then
wrap around the length of the piece and secure. String is
removed at time of serving.
To ensure the meat has a well-browned exterior, beef
can be seared in a pan, or at a high temperature in the
oven, before cooking at a low or medium temperature
to required doneness. Pieces with some fat and/or are
on the bone can be cooked at a long, slow roast, usually
covered with foil to prevent excessive drying out. These
pieces can be finished under a hot grill or in a hot oven
to give some crunch or crispness to a fatty exterior.
To maximise even cooking, elevate the meat slightly
above the tray on a roasting rack sat inside a roasting
pan of about the same size as the piece of meat. Roasts
may also sit on a bed of vegetables, or bones (that may
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then be used for stock). Roasting a small piece of meat
in a large pan will result in meat juices burning over the
larger surface area, and to insure those juices can be
collected and used for gravy or sauces add water, stock
or other liquids to the roasting pan and observe that they
don’t dry out during cooking.
Very lean pieces of meat that do not have much
internal fat, can be barded, which is to thread pieces of
fat through the meat to give it richness and moisture. Beef
may also be covered with strips of bacon or fat, or basted
with a marinade or the juices in the pan, to do a similar
thing. The basting, or outer layer of fat, both protect the
meat from drying out on the surface, and give flavour.
There are a few different guidelines for predicting
cooking time for required doneness per piece of meat.
Minutes per inch or centimetre thickness, or per kilogram
or pound are the usual approximations. However,
according to Harold McGee the mathematics of heat
transfer show that cooking times are actually proportional
to thickness squared, or to weight to the ²/3 power. There
is no simple and accurate equation and doneness should
be monitored following the temperature rise at the centre
of the meat.

RoAST RIB of Beef
Serves: 10
–
–
–
–

1 x 6kg piece of rib of beef, about 4 ribs’ worth
A little olive oil or dripping
Salt
Pepper

Preheat oven to 220ºC. Massage the joint with fat and
season lightly with salt and pepper. Place in a roasting pan
(on a roasting rack if desired) and cook for 30 minutes,
until the beef is well browned. Turn the oven down to
160ºC – leave the oven door open for 30 seconds if
the oven does not reduce temperature quickly. Cook
for around 70 minutes for medium-rare. Use a meat
thermometer to gauge required internal temperature.
Remove from oven, cover with foil and allow to rest at
least 30 minutes before carving.
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Braising and stewing
Braising and stewing (which includes pot-roasting)
involves pieces of meat cooked in a small amount of
liquid. A heavy-based pot or braising pan with deep
sides should be used as a thin one will result in the dish
burning on the base, or wherever the pot is closest to the
heat source, as this technique requires a long cooking
time.
Beef may be browned before cooking over high
heat to increase flavour in the finished braise (from the
browned meat crust), including by dusting the meat with
flour, which will also thicken the sauce during cooking.
Any residue from browning the meat should be deglazed
and added to the dish for maximum flavour.
The key to braising is keeping the temperature well
below boiling point, ideally at around 80ºC, so that the
outer portions of meat within the braise do not overcook
badly. To achieve this in an oven, the oven temperature
must be kept below 95ºC.
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Cuts of beef such as shin and cheek that have
significant connective tissue must be cooked at a
minimum of 70-80ºC to dissolve the collagen into
gelatine, however the closer to the lower range of
temperature it is possible to cook the meat, the less lean
meat will dry out, as muscle fibres begin to lose their
juices at 60-65ºC. Keeping the lid of the vessel slightly
ajar will assist in keeping a very low cooking temperature
if attempting that method, however care then must be
taken to insure the dish does not dry out. Traditional
methods will dictate the lid or cover must be sealed to
prevent moisture loss.
Meats cooked in liquid benefit from cooling within
the liquid to reabsorb moisture, and serving at warm
rather than very hot temperatures. However, food
safety legislation specific to countries will dictate at
what temperature food can be held (for example, at
a self-service bain-marie station). Refer to the ANZFA
guidelines in Australia.
www.foodstandardsaustralia.gov.au

Pot-roast beef
Serves: 10
–– 3kg beef topside roast
–– 4 large carrots, peeled, cut into 3cm chunks
–– 10 shallots, peeled and halved
–– 3 bay leaves
–– 4 sprigs thyme
–– 1L unsalted beef or chicken stock, or water
–– 300ml water or dry white wine

Season beef with salt and pepper and place in a large
heavy casserole pot and arrange carrot, shallots and herbs
around the meat. Pour over stock and water or wine.
Cover with lid and cook over very low heat for 8 hours,
until beef and vegetables are tender. Turn beef once or
twice during cooking. Turn off heat and allow beef to rest
for at least 10 minutes in the liquid before removing and
carving thinly. Taste the broth and season as desired. Serve
with vegetables and some of the broth.
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Stout or ale stewed beef and mushrooms
Serves: 10
–– 1.5kg beef suitable for stewing (chuck, gravy,
shin, stewing etc), cut into 4cm or smaller pieces
–– 250g pancetta or bacon, cut into 2cm cubes
–– 50g butter or dripping
–– 500g baby onions or shallots, peeled but left
whole
–– 50g plain flour
–– 1 litre stout, or dark ale
–– 2 bay leaves
–– A sprig of thyme
–– 500g mushrooms (button, sliced flat, or a mixture)
–– Salt
–– Black pepper

Heat the butter or dripping and brown pancetta in a large
frying pan. Remove to a large casserole dish or pot. Fry the
onions until lightly browned in same fat and then transfer
to casserole. Add beef to same fat and fry over high heat,
in batches, until browned, transferring to casserole as
cooked. Turn heat down under frying pan and add flour.
Stir for 1 minute, scraping the bottom carefully, then
deglaze with some of the stout. Pour into the casserole
with all remaining ingredients except for the mushrooms.
Cook the casserole over very low heat for 2 to 3 hours
(on the stove or in a 120ºC oven), until meat is tender.
Alternatively, cook at 70ºC for 7 to 9 hours, until tender.
Add the mushrooms half way through cooking.
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ShABU-ShABU
(Japanese beef hot pot)

Serves: 6
– 1kg lean steak such as fillet, cut into very fine slices
(around 1 to 2mm thick)
– 1 small white Chinese cabbage, cut into 1cm by 3cm
slices
– 12 green onions, cut into 2cm lengths
– 2 small carrots, cut into 3mm rounds
– 500g button mushrooms, cleaned and halved

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

To make the sesame seed sauce lightly brown seeds
in a dry pan over moderate heat. Turn onto a plate to
cool then crush in a mortar and pestle. Combine with
remaining ingredients.

more stock as necessary. Have sesame seed sauce nearby
for dipping.

When ready to serve, pour stock into shabu-shabu
cooker (table hot pot cooker) and heat on table. Keep
stock simmering very gently throughout service, add

2 litres chicken stock
Sesame seed sauce
80g sesame seeds
30ml rice vinegar
175ml shoyu (Japanese soy sauce)
3 green onions, finely chopped
2 tbsp finely chopped ginger

Arrange ingredients for shabu-shabu on plates and
have diners choose and poach ingredients as desired.
When all the beef and vegetables are eaten the stock is
served into small soup bowls for sipping.
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Poaching
Salted beef such as corned silverside is commonly
gently poached to tenderness. In most cases salt beef
benefits from firstly soaking in cold water, which is
refreshed a few times, for a few hours or overnight to
draw out excess salt before poaching.
Fresh or salted beef to be poached is prepared by
covering in cold water and bringing to a simmer, before
turning the heat down low to a poach (whereby the
poaching water barely ripples as it cooks, at 94ºC).
At this stage any scum that rises should be skimmed.
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Herbs, spices and vegetables are then added to flavour
the broth and the meat. At this temperature corned meat
will usually take about 30 minutes per 500g to poach to
tender, fresh meat with much connective tissue such as
brisket will take up to twice as long. The meat benefits
greatly from resting in the liquid for 10 minutes before
slicing, if to be served hot, or resting in the liquid until
cold before removing and wrapping in plastic, if to be
served later or served cold. The cooking liquid can be
used for stocks or soup, although liquid from cooking
salted beef must be tasted as it may be too salty for those
purposes.

Sukiyaki
(Japanese beef and tofu)

Serves: 4
–– 800g marbled beef such as cube roll, very finely
sliced (around 2mm thick)
–– 300g firm tofu, cut into 5mm thick slices
–– 380g packet of shiartaki (thin konnyaku noodles),
blanched and drained
–– 8 fresh shiitake mushrooms, stems removed,
sliced
–– 2 small leeks, white part only, cut into 5cm
sections
–– 1 bunch mitsuba (Japanese wild chervil)
–– ½ bunch chrysanthemum leaves, stems removed
–– 2 tbsp vegetable oil
–– Sweetened soy sauce
–– 60ml dry sake
–– 200ml shoyu (Japanese soy sauce)
–– 200ml mirin
–– 75g caster sugar
–– 100ml water
–– Steamed rice, to serve

Make sauce by combining sake, soy, mirin, sugar and
water in a small pan and bring to the boil. Remove from
heat and keep warm.
Heat a large, heavy-based frying pan over high heat.
Add oil and lightly brown beef for 30 seconds each side.
Add tofu, noodles and mushrooms, and pour over the
sauce until beef and vegetables are almost covered. Add
mitsuba and chrysanthemum leaves, reduce heat to low
and simmer for 4 minutes or until mushrooms are tender.
Serve over rice.
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Corned silverside
Serves: 6
–– 1.5kg corned silverside beef, washed of brine
–– 2 large onions, peeled and halved
–– 2 large carrots, peeled and cut into quarters
–– 8 cloves
–– 4 blades of mace
–– ½ tsp freshly cracked black pepper

Place beef into a deep, fairly close-fitting heavy pot.
Stick the cloves into the onion halves and add to the pot
with the carrots, mace and pepper. Add enough tepid
water to cover the meat by 1cm. Bring to a simmer and
then turn down to a gentle poach, whereby the liquid only
barely ripples. Remove any scum that rises to the surface.
After 10 minutes taste the broth for saltiness – if it is
very salty the liquid will need to be drained and fresh
water added (salted beef varies in saltiness considerably).
Poach for 3½ hours, covered until tender.

Provençal daube
Serves: 10
–– 3kg beef shin, skirt or other stewing cut, cut into
5-8cm squares
–– 2 tbsp olive oil
–– 300g pancetta or bacon, cut into 2cm chunks
–– 1L white wine
–– 1L water or beef stock
–– 2 onions, peeled and quartered
–– 8 cloves, stuck into onion pieces
–– 8 garlic cloves, bruised
–– 4 bay leaves
–– 4 sprigs thyme
–– 2 x 5cm pieces of orange zest
–– 4 carrots, cut into large chunks
–– 6 celery sticks, cut into large chunks
–– 1kg tomatoes, skinned, deseeded and roughly
chopped
–– salt
–– pepper

Heat the oil in a large frying pan and fry pancetta until
browned. Remove to a large casserole pot. In the same
oil brown the beef over high heat in batches, and transfer
to pot. Deglaze the frying pan with a little of the wine
then add remaining wine and stock to the casserole. Add
remaining ingredients, except for salt and pepper, to the
casserole. Bring to a very gentle poaching temperature
and maintain on the stove, or in the oven at 95ºC for 3-4
hours, until the meat is tender. To serve, remove onion and
cloves, and ladle beef and vegetables with the poaching
liquid into bowls.
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Stir-fry
Because stir-frying requires very high heat, this is
best done over a gas burner with a very hot flame. The
technique involves cutting ingredients into small, usually
thin pieces so that the meat cooks very quickly – cooking
for only as long as it takes to just cook the beef, without
leaving it to dry out. Beef is often sliced against the
grain for maximum tenderness and can be very lean
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meat as the technique cooks it very quickly. The wok (a
metal frying pan with a rounded base) allows for easy,
continuous tossing of ingredients, so that all cook evenly
and quickly, and if cooking a large quantity it is best
stir‑fried in batches. The wok is best heated until very hot,
without oil in it, adding the oil just before adding the first
ingredients, so that the oil does not become damaged
by the high heat and sticky in texture (which may cause
meat to stick).

Stir-fried beef in oyster sauce
Serves: 10
–– 1.2 kg rump, skirt or other lean beef sliced across
the grain into 3cm by 0.5cm pieces
For the marinade:
–– A pinch of salt
–– A pinch of sugar
–– 1 tbsp thick soy sauce
–– ¼ tsp crushed black pepper
–– 1 tbsp Shaohsing wine
–– 1 tsp potato flour
–– 2 tbsp water
–– 2 tsp peanut or vegetable oil

Combine all marinade ingredients and then combine
with the beef. Cover and leave for 30 minutes before
cooking. In a separate bowl, combine all the sauce
ingredients. Heat a large wok (or cook this in two batches
over very high heat until smoke rises. Add oil and swirl it
around. Add garlic, ginger and the white parts of the green
onions, stir several times and then add the beef. Flip and
toss for 1 minute. Add wine around the side of the wok,
stir and add the sauce. As soon as the sauce bubbles, add
the green parts of the green onions and the sesame oil, stir
well and transfer to serve.

For the sauce:
–– 2 tsp potato flour (flour made from potato) or
cornflour
–– 200ml clear stock or water
–– 5 tbsp oyster sauce
–– 100ml peanut or vegetable oil
–– 8 cloves garlic, finely chopped
–– 2cm fresh ginger, peeled and finely chopped
–– 1 bunch green onions, cut into 3cm lengths,
white and green separated
–– 2 tbsp Shaohsing wine
–– A few drops of sesame oil
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Sous-vide
Cooking beef at the exact temperature that is required
for doneness (for example, at 50ºC for rare meat) by the
sous-vide system ensures it is never overcooked. Meat
is sealed in a plastic bag, usually vacuum packed under
pressure to exclude air, and cooked in a water bath set to
cook at the required temperature, which is much lower
than traditional cooking methods – usually from 50ºC
to 70ºC. The process can take up to 72 hours to cook
through and tenderise large cuts of beef, and an hour
for a single steak cut a few centimetres thick. Sous-vide
cooking does not brown the meat, and this is usually
achieved after the water bath cooking by searing in a
pan, on a grill or in a hot oven. Careful seasoning of the
meat is also necessary as sous-vide meat can seem bland
to some customers.
The exclusion of air within the sealed plastic bag
allows the cooked meat to be stored, still sealed and
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refrigerated for longer than were it sealed in the bag with
air. It also prevents rancidity of fat from exposure to that
oxygen.
Because cooking sous-vide generally means that meat
is cooked at low temperatures, care must be taken in
regards to bacterial growth. Despite the vacuum-packing,
some bacteria, including salmonella, clostridium (which
causes botulism) and listeria, can still grow in that airless
environment. American chef Thomas Keller recommends
that meat that is vacuum packed not be kept or cooked in
the danger zone (below 60ºC and above 4ºC) for longer
than 4 hours. The ‘danger zone’ for cooked food is below
60°C, down to 4°C - bacterial growth and spoilage occur
in this temperature range. Chilling cooked food should
also be done (if it is not to be served immediately), as
quickly as possible, preferably using an ice bath (of 50
per cent ice and water). The latest Australian guidelines
for safe sous-vide cooking can be checked at
www.foodauthority.nsw.gov.au

Sous-vide sirloin steak
Serves: 1-2
–– 1 x 400g piece well trimmed sirloin steak
–– salt
–– freshly cracked pepper
–– vegetable oil
–– 15g unsalted butter
–– 2 garlic cloves, peeled
–– 1 sprig thyme

Generously season the meat on all sides with salt and
pepper. Place in a bag and vacuum-pack on medium.
Cook at 59.5ºC for 45 minutes. Remove from the water
and let rest for 10 minutes. To complete cooking for
service, heat a small amount of vegetable oil in a pan
and when hot add beef and brown on all sides, about 5
minutes. Add the butter, garlic and thyme and continue to
cook, tilting the pan and basting occasionally, for about
10 minutes. Remove the beef and let rest for at least 5
minutes before slicing.
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Barbecuing
(Charcoal, electric/gas, coal - including briquettes/
wood-fired)
Barbecuing can mean very different things: quick,
hot cooking over gas or on very hot coals, charcoal or
long, slow cooking over coals or briquettes. It can mean
simply cooking on a char-grill plate, or cooking in a fire
pit dug into the ground.
Coat the meat with oil, rather than spraying or
drizzling directly onto the grill to both avoid flare-ups
and avoid pools of smoking oil.
Without a thermometer on the barbecue, hold your
hand 6cm above the cooking surface to determine the
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heat: if you can hold it above the heat for only a second
it is too hot for most meat cooking, if you can hold it for
3 to 4 seconds it is moderately hot and perfect for most
meat barbecuing, if you can hold your hand for any
longer than that the barbecue is probably too cool (for
anything but slow-cooking meat).
Traditional cooking advised turning meat only once,
however Harold McGee attests that turning every 30
seconds or so will cook the meat more evenly and
quickly, as the side furthest from the heat source has less
time to cool before being heated again, and the side
that is cooked first will contain less area that has been
overcooked.

Tira de asado
(Argentine-style barbecued ribs)

Serves: 10
–– 3kg costilla-style (asado, flanken or cross-cut)
beef ribs
–– Salt
–– Cracked pepper
–– Chimichurri sauce, to serve

Prepare and light a wood charcoal grill. When the grill
is very hot (you can hold your hand for just 2 seconds,
6 or 7 centimetres above the grill, pat dry the ribs and
season well with salt and pepper. Lay the ribs in a single
layer on the grill, with at least 3 centimetres between
the ribs. Cook, uncovered, for 2 to 2½ minutes per side,
until deeply browned. Transfer the ribs to a platter and
cover with foil. Rest for 2 minutes before drizzling over
chimichurri sauce and slicing to serve.
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Grilling/broiling
‘Grilling’ is usually applied to mean cooking meat on
a metal plate or grate directly over the heat source, while
‘broiling’ is the American term for cooking underneath
a heat source. Australians can use the word ‘grilling’ for
this action as well. As the heat is intense this method
best suits smaller or thinner cuts, such as steaks, rather
than larger cuts that will blacken on the outside before
they have cooked through. Grilling and broiling are
good methods for searing meat before or after it has been
cooked to required degree of doneness. The warmer the
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meat starts out, the less time it will take to cook through,
so reducing the outer layers’ degree of overcooking. Meat
can be warmed through by sous-vide, warm oven or even
60 seconds in a sealed bag in warm water. If clear grillmarks are important for presentation the meat is turned
over once or twice only. If texture and moistness are
more important frequent turns of the meat (about every
30 seconds to 1 minute) will insure that neither side
begins to overcook and dry out or expel large amounts
of heat. The meat cooks faster, and its outer layers end up
less overdone.

Sapi
(Indonesian beef satay)

Serves: 10
–– 2kg rump steak, cut into 2-3cm chunks
Marinade
–– 2 medium onions, finely chopped
–– 8 large garlic cloves, finely chopped
–– 200ml kecap manis
–– 80ml peanut or vegetable oil
–– 1 tsp sea salt
–– 1 tbsp grated palm sugar
–– 2 tsp ground coriander
Peanut sauce
–– 500g roasted peanuts
–– 400ml hot water
–– peanut oil
–– 2 tsp ground coriander
–– 2 medium onion, finely chopped
–– 6 large garlic cloves, finely chopped
–– 6 small red chillies, finely chopped
–– 400ml coconut milk
–– 2 tbsp kecap manis
–– juice of 1 lime
–– salt
–– grated palm sugar

Combine the ingredients for marinating the beef well
and add beef. Marinate in the refrigerator for 3 to 4 hours
or overnight. Soak some bamboo skewers in cold water
for 1 hour.
To make the sauce, blend the peanuts and hot water to
a smooth paste. Heat a wok over medium heat and add
a splash of oil. Briefly fry the candlenuts and coriander,
then add the onion, garlic and chilli and cook for 2 to 3
minutes until the onion softens. Add the peanut paste,
coconut milk and kecap manis, stirring well until the
sauce starts to simmer. Add the lime juice and season with
salt and palm sugar to taste.
Thread the beef onto skewers and grill or broil over
medium heat until cooked to desired doneness. Spoon
over the warm peanut sauce to serve.
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Pan-frying
The warmer the meat starts out, the less time it will
take to cook through, reducing the area that overcooks.
Meat can be warmed through or even cooked by sousvide, a warm oven or even 60 seconds in a sealed bag
in warm water before simply finishing by pan-frying.
Conversely, meat may be pan-fried over high heat and
then finished to required degree of doneness in an oven
or by sous-vide. Because pan-frying is quick and by
direct heat, it works best for lean cuts cooked rare to
medium-rare, or for premium cuts with a good seam of
fat, such as scotch fillet.
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Pan-frying causes meat juices to concentrate and
caramelise in the bottom of the pan, which is ideal for
deglazing with liquid to make a sauce. Use a pan that
will fit the meat pieces without overcrowding, however
if the pan is much bigger than the meat inside the juices
will spread out and burn, which then cannot be used for
a pan sauce. Preheat the pan before cooking, without fat.
Just before cooking add a little fat and swirl, or coat the
meat directly with desired fat.
Frequent turns of the meat (about every 30 seconds to
1 minute) will insure that neither side begins to overcook
and dry out or expel large amounts of heat – the meat
cooks faster, and its outer layers end up less overdone.

Filet mignon with brandy mustard sauce
Serves: 4
–– 4 x 180g filet mignon steaks
–– 20ml olive oil
–– salt and freshly cracked black pepper
–– 300g finely sliced mushrooms
–– 2 small shallots, finely chopped
–– 125ml brandy
–– 125ml beef or veal stock
–– 2 tbsp Dijon mustard
–– 2 tsp fresh thyme leaves, chopped
–– 125ml cream
–– pinch of cayenne pepper
–– 2 tbsp finely chopped chives

Heat a heavy-based ridged or flat frying pan on
high. Brush steaks with some of the oil and season with
salt and pepper. Cook steaks for approximately 5 to 6
minutes each side for medium-rare then transfer to a
plate, cover loosely with foil and rest for 5 mintues.

5 minutes. Stir in brandy and flame if desired. Add stock,
mustard and thyme and stir well to combine. Add cream
and simmer until sauce is slightly thickened, about 5
minutes. Season to taste with salt, pepper and cayenne
pepper.

Meanwhile, heat remaining oil in a frying pan over
medium heat and cook mushrooms and shallots, stirring,
until mushroom is tender and browned in places, about

To serve top filet mignon steaks with sauce and
garnish with chives.
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Steaming

Shallow and deep-frying

From traditional Chinese steamed dishes of marinated
beef cooked in a steamer to modern combination and
steam ovens that cook by moist or dry heat, despite
steamed beef being a less obvious method for cooking it
can be very useful, with some evidence to suggest meat
does not dry out as much when cooked in a steam oven.
What this method will not do is brown the meat, which
can be done before steaming or afterwards, or not at all as
in the case of meat steaming in a marinade.

Western cooking techniques predominantly only use
shallow-frying and deep-frying for beef when the meat is
protected by an outer layer of crumbs or pastry such as
for schnitzel. However, beef can be deep-fried to crispy
shreds, as it is for a number of Cantonese and Thai dishes,
and shallow-fried in tiny morsels as in the Ethiopian dish
tibs. The technique deliberately ‘overcooks’ the meat to
chewy crispness, and is usually reserved for lean cuts of
often semi-dried or salted beef, which are often teased
into fibres before or after cooking.

Szechuan-style
steamed beef

Neua sawarn
(heavenly beef)

Serves: 10 as part of a banquet meal

Serves: 10 as an entrée / snack

–– 1kg sirloin or rump steak, cut into 0.5 centimetre thick
slices, around 3 cm long
–– 400g ground roast rice
–– 2 tbsp chopped coriander leaves
–– 4 green onions, finely sliced
–– 4 tsp sesame oil

–– 1 kg beef rump
–– 2 tbsp chopped coriander root
–– ½ tsp salt
–– 4 tbsp chopped garlic
–– 1 tsp white peppercorns, crushed
–– ½ cup palm sugar
–– 120ml light soy sauce
–– 4 tbsp coriander seeds, lightly crushed
–– oil, for deep-frying

Marinade:
–– 2 tbsp dark soy sauce
–– 2 tbsp fermented black beans
–– 4 tbsp Shaohsing wine
–– 2 tbsp red bean paste
–– 1 tsp Szechuan peppercorns, crushed
–– 2 tbsp peanut or vegetable oil
Combine all marinade ingredients together, add the
beef and marinate for 30 minutes or overnight. When
ready to cook, add ground roasted rice to the mixture and
mix well, then stir in 160ml water. Place the beef strips in
a single layer onto the base of a large bamboo steamer (in
batches if necessary), cover with the lid and steam for 20
minutes. Sprinkle the coriander and green onions over the
steak and steam for another minute. To serve, sprinkle over
sesame oil.

Pound coriander root, salt, garlic and peppercorns into
a fine paste, or pulse in a small blender. Cut beef into
slices 0.5 centimetres thick and around 4 centimetres
long. Work paste into beef with sugar and soy sauce, then
marinate for 3 hours. Press coriander seeds into the beef,
then leave to dry in a warm place until almost, but not
quite dry – normally 24 hours. Deep-fry in moderately hot
oil until golden and fragrant.
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Microwaving
Because the high-frequency radio waves generated
in a microwave oven cause water molecules in meat to
vibrate in order to heat and cook the meat, they tend to
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result in greater moisture loss than other forms of cooking
and is not generally recommended for cooking beef.
Heating meat immersed in liquid (as in a braise or stew)
should be done on a gentle heat (low or medium) in the
microwave.

Microwaved beef stroganoff
Serves: 4
–– 500g rump or tenderloin steak, cut into 1cm by
5 cm thin strips
–– 1 onion, finely sliced
–– 1 clove garlic, crushed
–– 60g butter
–– 250g button mushrooms, sliced
–– ¼ cup plain flour
–– 250ml beef or veal stock
–– 1 tbsp brandy
–– 1 tbsp tomato paste
–– 100ml sour cream
–– salt and white pepper, to taste

Combine onion, garlic and butter in a microwave-safe
dish and cook in microwave on MEDIUM for 3 minutes,
or until onion is tender. Add mushrooms and cook on
HIGH for 1 minute.
Toss steak in flour and add to dish with brandy, stock
and tomato paste. Cook on HIGH for 2 minutes, stir
and cook for a further 2 minutes. Stir again and cook on
MEDIUM for 15 minutes, until meat is tender, stirring
occasionally. Stir in sour cream and season to taste before
serving.
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Brining, curing and air-drying
Brining keeps lean meat moist as the meat absorbs the
brining liquid and loses only part of it during cooking,
and the salt in the brine dissolves parts of the protein
structures and muscle filaments, make the meat more
tender to eat.
Dry-curing uses a mixture of salt, sugar and spices, in
a technique that originated over a thousand years ago in
order to preserve meat without refrigeration. The salt kills
harmful bacteria, while sugar provides food for the good
bacteria that promote the fermentation of the food. The
longer the cure, the longer the meat lasts.
Similarly, air-dried meat is usually salted before
drying. Hot, direct sun results in very dry meat and
is usually reserved for thin pieces, because the heat
dries the surface of the meat and then does not readily
allow for the centre of the meat to also expel moisture
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if the piece is thick. Therefore, large pieces of air-dried
meat such as bresaola are cured in a moderately humid
environment, preferably with a gentle breeze. There is
a relatively high evaporation of water out of the meat
during the first day of drying, and after three or four
days the meat will have lost 60 to 70 percent of its
weight. Meat used for drying in developing countries
is usually derived from unchilled carcases, and rapid
ripening processes occur during the first stage of drying
as the meat temperature continues to remain relatively
high. For that reason the specific flavour of dried meat
is completely different from the characteristic flavour of
fresh meat. Slight oxidation of the meat fats contributes
to the typical flavour of dried meat. Beef that is airdried is usually very lean meat as when there is a high
percentage of fatty tissue in the raw meat the rather high
temperatures during meat drying and storage can cause
rancidity of the fat and an unpleasant flavour.

Salt beef
Serves: 10 or more
–– 3kg piece of beef (brisket, silverside or ox tongue)
–– 5L water
–– 500g light brown sugar
–– 1.5 kg salt (not table salt or salt with other
additives)
–– 1 tsp black peppercorns, bruised
–– 1 tsp juniper berries, bruised
–– 5 cloves, bruised
–– 4 bay leaves
–– 50g saltpetre (optional)

Put all the ingredients except for the beef into a
large saucepan and stir well over low heat until the salt
dissolves. Boil for 1 minute, then remove from heat and
allow to cool completely. Place the beef and cold brine
into a non-reactive container and weight the beef with a

plate so that it is completely submerged. Leave in a cool
place for 6 – 10 days. At this stage beef can be vacuumsealed or frozen. Before cooking, soak in cold water for
24 hours, changing the water once or twice.
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Air-cured Wagyu beef
Makes approximately 800g
–– 1kg boneless Wagyu beef (such as silverside or
tenderloin)
–– 40g fine sea salt
–– 6g curing salt
–– 24g white sugar

Combine the salts and sugar. Rub half of the cure into
the beef; reserve the remaining cure. Refrigerate the beef
for 1 week. Rub half the remaining cure into the meat and
refrigerate for another week. Repeat a final time with the
remaining cure and refrigerate for a final week. Rinse the
beef in cold water to remove excess surface cure and pat
dry. Tie the meat crosswise every 2cm with butcher’s string
and wrap another piece lengthways around the meat.
Leave a long piece of string for hanging the beef. Hang
in a well-ventilated area at about 12ºC and 65 percent
humidity for approximately 3 months (the length of time
will vary with the hanging conditions). To serve, thinly
slice.
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Cooking Wagyu
In 19th Century Japan military leaders believed
that feeding their soldiers beef strengthened
them for battle. At the time however, there
were restrictions on the common people
eating beef and soldiers returning from the
battle field (who had become accustomed to
eating beef) found they were not allowed to
cook beef in their homes. So they developed
distinct styles of cooking beef, for the outdoors.
They heated ploughshares over hot coals and
barbecued beef on them (probably the origin of
the cooking technique similar called ‘yakinku’,
which translates as “plough cooking”), and they
used their helmets to boil or braise beef (in a
similar manner to modern day sukiyaki). Beef
cooked by these methods is sliced very finely
against the grain for cooking both gently and
quickly.
Leading Australian Wagyu producer David
Blackmore says that the best advice he can give
non-Japanese chefs for cooking with premium
full blood Wagyu is to remember that the meat
is extremely rich and full of flavour; therefore
don’t overdo the portion sizes but restrict to
100 to 200 grams only. He also recommends
keeping additional flavours such as sauces and
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spices to a minimum to allow the rich sweet
flavour of the meat to shine through.
Rob Lennon, who runs Gundooee Organic
Wagyu, also points out that getting a whole or
half carcase for cost-efficiency encourages the
kind of chef “who sees opportunities where
others see problems” – who enjoys a nose-to-tail
approach. He says one of the great things about
Wagyu is the marbling means cuts such as
topside, which are usually very lean and tough,
can be roasted for example, rather than ground
and he highly recommends Wagyu osso buco.
In addition to following the guidelines for
cooking beef in the Cooking Techniques
chapter, Wagyu with high levels of marbling
should be cooked at lower temperatures than
lean meat, especially when cooked as steaks,
to allow the fat to gently melt and caramelise
rather than scorch and burn. Traditionally, a
chef may watch for bubbles of moisture on the
meat’s surface before turning, however the high
fat content in Wagyu may prevent this from
happening before the meat is overcooked.
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Minced/ground
Chill tools for mincing and have meat well chilled
before grinding. The meat should come from the fridge,
and the grinder should come from the freezer. Warmed
fat will smear during the process, producing a mince
with poor texture.
Minced beef generally requires some fat in it for
lusciousness and flavour, however lean minced beef is
preferred for most raw preparations and for sauces such
as Bolognese, where excess fat produces a fatty mouth
feel that may be unappealing in the liquid sauce.
With properly ground beef, the fat is distributed
throughout the lean in distinct pockets. For example,
as the burger heats and this fat melts, it ensures a
loose textured patty with tiny bursts of juice speckled
throughout. Smeared fat, on the other hand, tends to
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leave the meat with a mealy texture and leaks out of the
patty much more easily. The result is a dry burger with a
pulpy texture.
Make sure meat is cut into cubes no larger than an
inch or two across, and that all connective tissue is
trimmed away. Use relatively high speed (6 to 8 on a
standard mincer) to get the meat through quickly without
heating up the machine.
Mincing produces a great many surface areas to the
meat – allowing bacteria to travel from the outside of the
portion to the inner layers. For this reason only freshly
minced beef should be used for rare hamburgers, or
raw meat preparations, and it is often recommended
that hamburgers be cooked to well done to ensure food
safety. Minced beef that is not vacuum packed or frozen
should be used within 2 days.

Bistro-style Wagyu beef burger
Serves: 4
–– 1kg Wagyu chuck steak, minced
–– 4 rashers bacon
–– 4 slices Gruyére cheese
–– tomato relish
–– sliced pickles
–– 4 cos lettuce leaves
–– 1 vine-ripened tomato
–– extra virgin olive oil
–– salt and freshly ground black pepper
–– 4 brioche buns

Place the beef in a large bowl and using hands work
the mince until it becomes sticky – alternatively use a food
processor. Press the meat into 4 even patties and brush
the patty with oil and season with salt and pepper. Heat a
barbecue grill, char-grill plate or heavy frying pan until hot
and fry or grill on both sides until medium-rare to welldone. Top with cheese and allow to rest in a warm place.
Grill the bacon until crisp and set aside. Toast the bun
until golden.
To assemble, place the cooked patties on the burger
bun bottoms and top with relish, pickles, lettuce and
tomato. Serve with burger bun top on the side.
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Raw beef
Raw beef or veal may be served freshly ground or
very finely sliced, as in larger pieces it will be difficult
to chew. As the meat is being served raw it must have
been handled absolutely hygienically correctly and kept
under refrigeration. Fine slicing can be achieved by
first partially or completely freezing the meat, usually
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wrapped in cling film to form a tight log so that it holds
a pleasing shape when cut. Freshly ground and freshly
sliced raw meat preparations should be served as soon
as possible although for maximum flavour the meat
should be at room temperature. Meat brought to room
temperature raw should not be refrigerated again or refrozen; what is not consumed should be cooked as soon
as possible or discarded.

Beef carpaccio
Serves: 10
–– 1.5kg piece of well-aged,
trimmed sirloin or tenderloin
–– Extra virgin olive oil
–– Salt flakes
–– Shaved parmesan
–– Freshly cracked black pepper
–– Lemon wedges

Trim any fat or sinew from the surface of the meat.
Season with salt and pepper, lightly. Roll in cling film to
make a tight log and freeze for 1–2 hours to firm the meat
up for slicing.
To serve, slice the meat by hand or on a slicer 1–2mm
thick. Lay on platters, slightly overlapping, and dress with
oil, salt and pepper and parmesan, with lemon wedges on
the side.

Disclaimer: Care is taken to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this publication. However MLA cannot accept
responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of the information or opinions contained in the publication. You should make your
own enquiries before making decisions concerning your interests.
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What we refer to as ‘offal’ has broadened over the past
five hundred years. From once referring to only part of
the entrails (that were thrown away), the word has drawn
more and more into its scope to encompass almost
everything that is not skeletal muscle and bone (although
many would argue that bone, especially marrow bone, is
an offal product). The term ‘meat’ commonly applies to
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skeletal muscle but this only makes up about half of the
animal’s body – offal now means everything else.
The general rule is that veal offal is milder in flavour
than beef offal, and is usually much easier to source,
however, in all cases both can be used successfully for
many different recipes.

TRIPE

The term ‘tripe’ can refer to one of four different
stomachs from the ox or cow. What is often called
‘honeycomb’ tripe is the most commonly used tripe
and comes from the second stomach, the reticulum, but
the first stomach, the rumen, is also frequently used for
‘blanket’ or ‘flat’ tripe. Tripe from the third stomach, the
omasum, is called ‘Bible’, ‘book’ or ‘leaf’ tripe, and the
fourth stomach is called ‘reed’ tripe on the rare occasions
it is used (it has a lot of glandular tissue content).

Bleaching the tripe, while sanitising the product and
removing any pungent or challenging odour also removes
meaty flavour and the agents may impart an artificial
flavour – the flesh is also more likely to retain water,
which gives it a bloated texture. Tripe aficionados often
prefer to buy the tripe ‘green’ and clean it themselves,
which is arduous work involving a fair bit of scrubbing.
Happily however this is one soft offal that freezes well.

Dim sum-style ginger tripe
Serves 4 as part of a dim sum selection
–– 500g omasum beef tripe
–– 1 piece of ginger, 3cm by 2cm in size, julienned
–– 2 large cloves garlic, crushed
–– ½ tsp salt
–– 1 tsp sugar
–– 3 green onions, cut into 3cm pieces
Bring a 3 or 4 litre pot of water to the boil. Rinse the
tripe under cold water and then boil for 20 minutes.

Drain the water and run the tripe under cold water for
a few seconds. Cut the tripe into 1cm slices and set aside.
Allow the tripe to completely cool and dry.
When ready to stir-fry the tripe heat the oil in a large
wok and fry garlic on high until just turning golden.
Add tripe, ginger, salt and sugar and stir-fry for around 4
minutes. The beef tripe will release water, which will form
the sauce.
Add the green onions and stir-fry for another 30
seconds before serving.
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Liver
Food science writer and researcher Harold McGee
notes that liver contains relatively little collagen and
as it experiences little mechanical stress is unusually
fine and delicate, therefore it is tender when minimally
cooked and crumbly and dry when overcooked. The
flavour and aroma compounds of liver seem to get

stronger the longer liver is cooked, which Lebanese chef
and author Anissa Heslou notes when she describes
the comparatively mild flavour of raw liver (served for
breakfast in Lebanon). Again, freshness is everything
– liver a few days old or defrosted will be stronger in
unappealing flavours and can be bitter.

Calf’s liver with onions, sage
and aged vinegar
Serves: 10
–– 1.2kg fresh calves’ livers, trimmed and sliced 1cm thick
–– 120ml olive oil
–– 4 doz baby or pickling onions, peeled with root
trimmed
–– 50g plain flour, seasoned with salt and pepper
–– 250ml aged wine vinegar
–– 1 bunch sage, leaves picked

Heat 80ml oil in a large frying pan over high heat
and fry the sage leaves until crisp. Set aside. Reduce
heat to medium and cook onions, tossing regularly,
until caramelised to golden brown, and soft all the
way through, this should take 20 minutes. Transfer to a
warm place. Add a little more of the oil to the frying pan
and turn up the heat to moderately high. As the pan is
warming, dredge the liver slices in seasoned flour. Cook,
turning, in batches of one layer until browned but still
pink in the middle. Transfer to warmed plates. Deglaze the
pan with the vinegar, and allow to bubble and reduce by
half, this should take 30 seconds over high heat. To serve,
pour sauce over liver and scatter with sage leaves and
onions.

kidneys
Calf’s kidneys are the mildest of the kidneys and
the most esteemed, however it is how fresh they are
that makes the biggest difference in terms of flavour.
Kidneys are prepared by skinning the outer membrane
and opening to remove the gristly pieces in the kidney’s
core. Similarly to hearts, kidneys are cooked quickly (and
like liver, usually to just pink in the middle), or long and
slow, as in steak and kidney pudding or pie. Ox and calf’s
kidneys have numerous lobes attached to a fatty core
and are surrounded by very dense, waxy fat (which can
be grated to make suet), and can be roasted or cooked in
their own fat, as is traditionally done with a whole calf’s
kidney.
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tail
Oxtails are usually cut into pieces (however can be
braised whole as at St John restaurant in London, as a dish
for two), and yield excellent gelatinous texture, as well as
plenty of flavoursome meat for ragouts and soups.

Jamaican oxtail stew
Serves: 4
–– 1.5kg oxtails, cut into 5cm segments
–– ¼ tsp salt
–– 3 tbsp light brown sugar
–– 2 red onions, peeled and roughly chopped
–– 4 large cloves garlic, crushed
–– 3 tbsp chopped fresh ginger
–– 1 to 2 fresh Scotch bonnet (habenero) chillies, whole
–– 3 sprigs fresh thyme
–– 12 allspice berries, bruised
–– 8 green onions, trimmed and chopped
–– 2 tbsp white sugar
–– 3 tbsp soy sauce
–– 1 tbsp Worcestershire sauce
–– 3 tbsp tomato sauce (ketchup)

Season oxtail with salt and pepper. Heat a large
casserole pot over high heat and add brown sugar to the
pot to melt, stirring with a wooden spoon until it darkens
and starts to smoke – about 4 minutes. Add 2 tablespoons
boiling water and quickly stir. Add oxtails and combine
well with blackened sugar. Remove to a bowl.
Add half of the onions to the pot with the garlic,
ginger, chilli, thyme, allspice and a third of the green
onions. Combine well and cook until softened, for about
5 minutes.
Return oxtails to the pot along with any juices and add
enough water to almost cover the beef. Bring to a simmer
and cook covered for 1 hour, stirring occasionally.
Add remaining onions to the pot with another third
of the green onions, the white sugar, soy sauce and
Worcestershire sauce. Cook for approximately one hour
longer, until the meat is very tender.
Remove about 1 cup of liquid from the pot and
combine with flour in a small bowl, before returning
to the stew along with the tomato sauce and cook for a
further 15 minutes. Scatter remaining green onions over
the stew before serving.
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Brains
The brains are very mild in flavour and creamy in
texture. To prepare brains they are usually soaked in
cold water or milk to leach out the blood and maintain
the white, creamy appearance, and are poached to firm
the brains before further cooking (but this is not always
necessary). The membrane can be removed from larger
brains.

Mogoj bhuna
(Bengali curried beef brain)

Serves: 6 to 8
–– 500g beef brain, washed and membrane removed if
necessary
–– 75ml vegetable oil or ghee
–– ½ cup finely sliced onion
–– 2 small sticks of cinnamon
–– 1 Indian bay leaf
–– 2 tsp ginger paste
–– 1 tsp garlic paste
–– ¼ tsp freshly cracked black pepper
–– ½ tsp chilli powder
–– 1 tsp turmeric
–– 1 tsp ground coriander seed
–– 2 green cardamom pods, bruised
–– 1 tsp garam masala
–– salt

Cut beef brain into approximately 4cm square pieces.
Heat oil in a karahi, heavy wok or frying pan. Add the
cinnamon, bay leaf and onions and fry over medium-high
heat for 2 minutes, then add ginger and garlic and cook,
stirring until onions turn brown, about 3 minutes. Add
remaining spices except garam masala and mix well.
Add 125ml water, stir well and bring to a simmer,
stirring occasionally for 5 minutes. Add beef brain and
another 75ml water. Cook, partially covered, until most of
the liquid has evaporated, about 15 minutes.
Season with garam masala and salt to taste. Lower heat
and cook for a further 5 minutes. When sauce is thick
remove from heat and serve.
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Sweetbreads
There are two organs referred to as sweetbreads in
young cattle, particularly veal: the thymus gland located
in the throat, and the pancreas located near the heart.
Of the two, the pancreas sweetbreads are traditionally
more esteemed (and are slightly rounder and larger),
but both are tender, delicate and sweet in flavour as the

name suggests (the ‘bread’ bit probably came from the
old English word for meat or flesh braed). Sweetbreads
are soaked in water and poached in either water or court
bouillon before very careful trimming of the gristly bits.
The fine membrane is not tough and by leaving on the
sweetbreads they are easier to handle.

Wattle seed pan-fried veal sweet bread
Serves: 90 pax as an entrée
By Costa Simatos, UWA Club
Court bouillon
–– 4L water
–– 40g salt
–– 200g sliced carrot
–– 4 bay leaves
–– 10 parsley stalks
–– 240ml white wine vinegar
–– 12 peppercorns
–– 200g sliced onions
–– 10 thyme sprigs

Place all Court bouillon ingredients into a large pot,
add the sweetbreads, and bring liquid to a slow boil.
Remove pot from the heat and allow to cool.
Remove the sweet breads and peel any membranes off.
Dust sweet breads with the wattle seed and brown
sugar mix, and pan-fry in clarified butter
Season and plate up.

Veal sweet breads
–– 4kg veal sweet breads – soaked overnight to remove all
blood and impurities
–– 500g ground wattle seed powder
–– 100g cassonade brown sugar
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cheeks
Beef cheeks refer to the facial cheek muscle. Usually a
tough and lean cut of meat it is best suited for braising or
slow cooking to produce a tender result. This cut soaks up
flavours well and because of the connective tissues holds
its shape well even after long cooking.

Intestines
Intestines are also prepared by brining or salting.
When brined they take on a pinkish hue and taste not
dissimilar to ham, particularly when simply fried in lard.
Intestines are most commonly used as sausage casings
(simply called ‘natural casings’ or ‘runners’) and come
from a variety of cattle, used according to the size of the
sausage required. Only natural casings are used for the

best sausages. Salted sausage casings require soaking
before use, often with vinegar to mitigate any unpleasant
odour. The large intestines (bung) is the very end of the
line, terminating in the rectum, and is sourced from cattle
to produce large bologna, liverwurst and other large
usually cured sausages. They are sold heavily salted and
require soaking in several changes of water before use.

Bone marrow
Marrow can be said to have been one of our earliest
enjoyed delicacies – as numerous sites where our ancient
ancestors discarded the cracked bones from which
they sucked the marrow attest across the world. Spinal
marrow is still enjoyed (albeit perhaps in clandestine
in this era of post-BSE in Europe) in France, Lebanon

and Italy. Bone marrow can be extracted for enriching
sauces and ragouts, or roasted in the bone and served on
toast. Bone marrow is almost pure fat and is traditionally
used in some parts of Italy to enrich risotto, whilst
spinal marrow is closer to brain and will turn rubbery if
overcooked.

Pizzle
Pizzle is the Old English word for penis still
commonly used by farmers and cooks, but
predominantly in Australia and New Zealand rather than
the UK. The organ is served at specialist restaurants in

China, where it is particularly valued, usually in soups
and stews. It is always blanched and has the urethra tube
removed in preparation. The flesh itself is bland and,
ironically, takes very long, slow cooking to soften.
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Testicles
Testicles, also called fries (but not to be confused with ‘fry’, which will mean liver), are, similarly to brains, quite mild
and creamy in flavour and texture. They are often soaked to leach any blood, blanched (though they do not need to be)
and skinned before use. Testicles from different animals are almost always referred to by a different name except in the
Arab world where they are simply called ‘balls of sheep’. The Italians call them gioielli (jewels) or animelle, the Spanish
call them huevos de toro (bull’s eggs), while the French alternate between les joyeuses (the happy ones, amusingly in the
feminine), animelles or amourettes (darling ones or little loves).

Tendons
Snapping around the legs of the beast are tendons, beloved especially in China, Japan, Indonesia and Vietnam.
Cooked gently for at least three hours, tendons take on melt-in-the-mouth texture and have a pleasant umami flavour.
Because they are predominantly collagen they also impart body to stocks and braises. Sinew such as tendons were
widely used as fibre for sewing, lashing and producing cord. For cooking, beef tendons are primarily used, rather than
the small sinews and tendons from smaller animals.

Feet
There is very little meat on calf’s feet, but what they do have in abundance is collagen from the skin, tendons and
bone, which all contribute to that all important richness of mouth feel that makes the difference between a good and a
great stock, sauce or braise. It’s the collagen that turns into gelatine when heated, and then when cools, sets the jelly in a
terrine or pie. Calf’s feet produce a lot of gelatine and were originally used to make jellies, including sweet jellies.

Palates
Palates were very popular cuts in the Middle Ages and Renaissance era. They require soaking to remove excess blood
(for whiteness) and boiling or poaching until tender.

head
Calf’s heads, including the tongue, make the version of brawn called tête de veau. Prior to the past couple of hundred
years the cooking of the muzzle of the veal was favoured on the table. To prepare the head it is thoroughly shaved or
singed of hairs and thoroughly scraped clean.

Heart
Hearts are remarkably easy to prepare and being a muscle the meat is very lean which is why it is either slowly
cooked for tenderness or very quickly cooked (or served raw, as it is at Magnus Nilsson’s Fäviken restaurant in Sweden,
where warmed bone marrow is spooned through room-temperature cubes of heart). Ox hearts can weigh three
kilograms, of which up to a third of that may be discarded, and are used for slow braises or shaved and barbecued
quickly. Veal hearts are smaller and may be trimmed where the aortas enter the top of the heart to produce a natural
cavity for stuffing.

Spleen
A long slightly spongy organ that filters the blood, the spleen only needs to be trimmed and skinned before
poaching to tenderness, mincing or cubing and grilling. Not dissimilar in taste to liver it is meaty and somewhat
tongue-like in texture.

Tongue
The tongue is actually a muscle. Ox tongues are often brined for flavour, but in the past this was done to preserve
the meat. Tongue is almost always poached and then skinned before further preparation.

Disclaimer: Care is taken to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this publication. However MLA cannot accept
responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of the information or opinions contained in the publication. You should make your
own enquiries before making decisions concerning your interests.
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Gravy & Sauces

F

rom Western application of sauces and gravies that
derive from the pan-juices and stocks, to the piquant
and salty stir-fry sauces of Asia, the aim of saucing
beef remains the same: to intensify and compliment the
rich flavour of beef.
Gravy primarily makes use of the juices and scrapings
from the pan that has roasted beef – these are rich in
flavour and only require thickening if desired, or simply
seasoning in the case of a thinner sauce.
To prepare gravy, remove the meat from the roasting
pan and keep it warm elsewhere. In a very, very low oven,
or under foil will do. If there is a lot of fat in the pan,
remove some and set aside to use for dripping for frying
potatoes (for example), or discard. If the gravy is to be
thickened with flour, more fat can be retained, as this will
be dispersed in the thickening process. Place the roasting
tin over a low flame and scrape up the browned juices
and meat that have stuck to the bottom of the pan. To use
these, however, they must not be very burned (or they will

be bitter). If the scrapings are too burned, the juices must
first be poured off and then added to a clean pan. Rub
the scrapings into the juices, or use a whisk. At this stage
a little liquid, such as wine, may be added to both assist
this process of lifting the scrapings, and to add flavour. If
you are going to thicken with flour, add 1 teaspoon for a
roast for 8 people, and whisk in very well. To reach the
right quantity, consistency and flavour, add stock or water
from cooking vegetables, plain water, cider, beer, coffee
or wine. Boil for 1-2 minutes, this will remove the raw
flavour from the flour, and/or concentrate flavour in an
unthickened gravy. Strain.
To finish the gravy, any number of flavours can be
added: soy sauce, Worcestershire sauce, brown or white
sugar, redcurrant or cranberry jelly, orange juice, vinegar,
herbs, cocoa powder, citrus zest or spices. Salt should only
be added after tasting as the roast will have already been
seasoned.

Beef and veal stock
For veal stock, omit the tomato paste if a blonde (or white)
stock is required, similarly for a beef stock where the
bones are not roasted.

Makes approximately 10L stock
–– 10kg beef bones
–– 1kg onion, root removed and halved
–– 1kg carrot, tops removed, halved
–– 500g celery, leaves removed, quartered
–– 200g tomato paste
–– 10 sprigs thyme
–– Small bunch parsley
–– 1 tbsp black peppercorns, bruised
–– 5 bay leaves

Preheat oven to 200ºC and roast bones in a large
roasting pan, for 20 minutes until beginning to brown.
Turn the bones then add the onion, celery and carrot to
the pan and roast for another 15 minutes, until vegetables
beginning to brown. Transfer bones to a large stockpot.
Place roasting pan over burners and use a little water to
deglaze the pan. Add this to the stockpot. Add enough
cold water to the stockpot to cover the bones completely
then bring to the boil. Reduce heat to very low so that
the surface of the stock barely ripples. Skim any scum
that rises to the surface at this stage, every 10 minutes,
or as necessary. Add the herbs and pepper and continue
to simmer for at least 6 hours. Keep the liquid topped
up so that it covers the bones and skim the surface for
impurities as required. Remove from heat and strain
through a chinois (sieve). Refrigerate and when cold lift
the hardened fat from the surface of the cold stock.
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Beef or veal demi-glace/glaze
Makes approximately 500ml
–– 4.5kg veal or beef bones, sawn into pieces around 5cm
long
–– 3 carrots, roughly chopped
–– 2 onions, root removed and roughly chopped
–– 1 white part of the leek, washed and roughly chopped
–– 1 bouquet garni
–– 160g tomato paste

Heat oven to 200ºC and cook bones in a large
roasting tray for 30 minutes to 1 hour, until lightly
browned. Add vegetables and roast for a further 20
minutes. Transfer bones and vegetables to a large
stockpot and place roasting pan on the stove over
medium heat. Add 3 cups of water to the pan and scrape
any browned bits from the roasting pan. Simmer for 3
minutes then transfer the liquid to the stockpot. Add the
bouquet garni and the tomato paste, then cover bones
with about 5 litres cold water and set pot over medium
heat. When the liquid begins to boil, reduce heat to a

very low simmer and remove any scum that rises to the
surface. For the first hour of cooking, skim the surface
every 10 minutes, and after the first hour only skim as
required. Simmer the stock for at least 6 hours and up
to 24 hours. Add more cold water if necessary so that
bones are always covered. Strain the stock through a
chinois or fine sieve then reduce to produce the demiglace by simmering over medium-high heat, skimming
occasionally, for 4 hours, until reduced to 2 cups.
Refrigerate for up to 2 weeks or freeze for up to 6
months.
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Red wine pan sauce
Makes about 400ml (serves approx. 5)
–– 1 tbsp vegetable oil
–– 2 small shallots, finely chopped
–– 400ml unsalted beef or veal stock
–– 200ml red wine
–– 2 tbsp brown sugar
–– 60g butter, cut into small cubes
–– salt and pepper to taste

After pan-frying beef in a non-stick pan add oil and
adjust heat to medium-high. Add shallot and cook until
softened (about 2 minutes). Stir in wine and boil for 1
minute, until reduced slightly, then add stock and brown
sugar, scraping up any brown bits on bottom of pan.
Simmer until thickened, at least 2 minutes. Finish by
whisking in cold butter one piece at a time and season to
taste.

Sauce Diane
Makes approximately 200ml
(serves approx. 3)
–– 80ml brandy or Cognac
–– 60g cold butter, cut into small pieces
–– 80ml Worcestershire sauce
–– 3 tsp Dijon mustard
–– 2 tbsp finely chopped chives
–– 2 tbsp finely chopped parsley
–– 2 tsp lemon juice
–– salt and pepper to taste

After cooking steaks in a frying pan, remove beef and
add brandy to the still-hot pan and return to the heat.
Scrape up any browned bits on the bottom of the pan.
Reduce heat and add butter, Worcestershire sauce and
mustard and stir vigorously for 1 minute. Add herbs,
lemon juice and any juices that have gathered from the
resting beef, stir well and serve sauce bubbling over
steaks.
Can be stored in the refrigerator for a few days, and
reheated gently, whisking to prevent separation.

Bone marrow sauce
Makes approximately 800ml
(serves approx. 10)
–– 100g bone marrow, rinsed and finely diced
–– 2L beef or veal stock
–– 100g unsalted butter
–– 250g peeled and finely diced shallot
–– 150ml white wine
–– 100g Dijon mustard
–– 10ml sherry or white wine vinegar
–– 1 tbsp finely chopped parsley
–– 1 tbsp finely chopped French tarragon
–– salt and pepper to taste

Reduce stock in a large saucepan over high heat until
about 500ml remains (one quarter of the total original
volume), approximately 25 minutes. In a separate
saucepan melt butter and cook shallots over mediumhigh heat until light brown in colour, about 7 minutes.
Add the wine to the shallots and reduce by three-quarters.
Whisk in the mustard and then the beef stock. Add the
vinegar and whisk well. When the sauce is hot, add the
bone marrow and remove the pan from the heat. The bone
marrow should soften but not melt. Add herbs and season
to taste before serving immediately.To store, prepare sauce
up to before the bone marrow is added, then refrigerate
for up to 3 days, until required. When ready to serve,
finish the sauce with bone marrow and herbs to order.
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Fresh creamed horseradish
Serves: 10
–– 100g fresh horseradish root
–– 2 tsp vinegar
–– 1 pinch caster sugar
–– 1 pinch salt
–– 125g crème fraîche, soured cream or thick cream

Very lightly peel the horseradish, focussing on
removing crevices that have dirt in them. To grate, either
use a fine, strong grater, or pulse in a small food processor
until a fine texture has been achieved. Combine with all
ingredients and allow to sit for 10 minutes before serving.
Store up to 2 days refrigerated.

Chimichurri
(Argentinian herb sauce)

Serves: 10
–– 1 bunch flat-leaf parsley
–– 1 bunch coriander
–– 1 bunch fresh oregano
–– 3 cloves garlic
–– 2 shallots, finely chopped
–– 120ml olive oil, or extra virgin olive oil
–– 1 tbsp red wine vinegar
–– 1 tbsp lime juice
–– 1 pinch chilli flakes or ½ small red chilli, deseeded and
finely chopped
–– salt, to taste

Finely chop garlic, herbs and shallots, until a fine
consistency. Alternatively, chop in a small food processor
to achieve the same consistency. Add remaining
ingredients, tasting for seasoning.
Store up to 3 days in the refrigerator.

Béarnaise
(French butter and tarragon sauce)

Serves: 10
–– 6 tbsp white wine or tarragon vinegar
–– 8 peppercorns, bruised
–– 1 shallot, finely chopped
–– 1 sprig tarragon, plus 2 tsp finely chopped tarragon
–– 300ml clarified unsalted butter
–– 2 large egg yolks
–– salt, to taste

Put the vinegar, peppercorns, shallot and sprig of
tarragon in a small pan and bring to the boil. Simmer until
reduced to about 2 tablespoons, then strain into a small
bowl.
In a small, non-reactive bowl, over a small pan of
simmering water, whisk the yolks with the reduced vinegar
and add the butter, little by little, whisking all the time,
until the sauce is a loose mayonnaise consistency. Mix in
chopped herbs, season and serve immediately.
Does not store well. Cover the surface of the sauce
with greaseproof paper and keep in a warm but not hot
place over service.
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Salsa verde
(Italian herb sauce)

Serves: 10
–– 2 medium cloves garlic
–– 2 bunches flat-leaf parsley, leaves picked off thickest
stalks
–– 1 small bunch basil, leaves picked off stalks
–– 1 small bunch tarragon, leaves picked off thickest stalks
–– 10 anchovy fillets
–– 2 teaspoons capers
–– 2 teaspoons mild mustard
–– 2 pinches sugar
–– 1 teaspoon lemon juice or vinegar
–– 100ml extra virgin olive oil

Crush or finely chop garlic, then add herbs, anchovy
and capers and chop together until the ingredients are a
fine texture and thoroughly mixed. Alternatively, pulse in a
food processor to achieve the same result. Add remaining
ingredients, adding enough olive oil to give a spoonable
consistency (or the desired consistency). Check for
seasoning and add extra salt, sugar or lemon juice/vinegar
as desired.
Store up to 3 days refrigerated.

Café de Paris butter
Makes approximately 1.2kg
(serves approx. 60)
–– 1 kg unsalted butter
–– 25g Dijon mustard
–– 25g capers (in brine)
–– 125g shallots, finely chopped
–– 50g parsley
–– 50g chives
–– 10 leaves French tarragon
–– 1 garlic clove, crushed then chopped very finely
–– 8 anchovy fillets (rinsed)
–– 1 tbsp brandy
–– 1 tbsp Madeira
–– 1 tsp Worcestershire sauce
–– ½ tsp curry powder
–– Pinch cayenne
–– Large pinch ground white pepper
–– Juice 1 lemon
–– Zest of ½ lemon
–– Zest ¼ orange
–– 12gm salt

Saute the shallot in a little of the butter until just
softened. Combine with remaining ingredients except the
butter. Puree the mixture in a blender and push through a
chinois or sieve. Mix this thoroughly with softened butter
and form into a log around 3 centimetres thick wrap in
plastic and store in the fridge or freezer as required. To
serve, slice into 1 centimetre pieces and place on top of
steak before serving or present on the side.
Keeps for up to 2 weeks in the fridge and 3 months in
the freezer.
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Bulgogi sauce
Makes approximately 300ml
–– 2 small garlic cloves, crushed with a little salt
–– 2 tsp fresh grated ginger
–– 2 tbsp finely minced green onion
–– 1 tbsp gochu jang (Korean chilli paste)
–– 2 tbsp white sugar
–– 2 tsp sesame oil
–– 2 tsp toasted sesame seeds
–– 2 tbsp rice wine
–– 125ml soy sauce

Combine all ingredients and mix well. Stand for at least
1 hour before serving. Keeps refrigerated for 1 week.
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Gyu tare
(Japanese beef sauce)

Makes approximately 500ml

Combine in a saucepan and bring to the boil. Boil for
1 minute then cool and refrigerate for at least 12 hours.
Store refrigerated for up to 1 month.

–– 180ml tamari or shoyu sauce
–– 125ml sake
–– 125ml mirin
–– 75ml rice vinegar

Use as a dipping sauce with barbecued meat.

Nonya black pepper sauce
Makes approximately 500ml sauce
–– 250g black peppercorns, cracked and soaked overnight
in white spirits, such as vodka, arrack or gin
–– 50g palm sugar
–– 2 tbsp kecap manis (sweet soy sauce)
–– 2 tbsp oyster sauce
–– 1 medium onion, peeled, chopped and blended to a
puree
–– 6 cloves garlic, finely crushed
–– 200ml water
–– 1 tbsp cornflour
–– 2 tbsp oil

Heat oil in a large wok or saucepan and sauté onion
and garlic until fragrant, about 4 minutes. Add remaining
ingredients except the water and stir until palm sugar
dissolves, about 3 minutes.
Add water and combine well. Cook for 1 minute
longer. Use immediately or leave to cool and store in the
refrigerator until required, for up to 1 week.

Disclaimer: Care is taken to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this publication. However MLA cannot accept
responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of the information or opinions contained in the publication. You should make your
own enquiries before making decisions concerning your interests.
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